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topographic and free-air gravity anomaly evolution of Orientale Basin; see
text (Section 4.5.2 for details. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.11 Lithospheric thickness in finite element models with heat productions leading to a laterally homogenous thermal gradient (left), heat production in
the melt pool set to half of that value (middle), and heat production absent from the melt pool (right). The middle model is the one shown in Fig.
4.5 and Fig. 4.9 (navy and red). These model images use temperature as a
proxy for lithospheric thickness, 800 K is the cuto↵ value for “very strong”
material and 700 K the value for “weak” material in this particular model,
which corresponds to rheology A in Fig. 4.4; the intermediate shades show
the zone of transitional viscosity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.12 Two fems with our best-fit starting geometry (blue line), but two di↵erent
means of thickening the lithosphere at the basin center by ⇠10 km: either
suppressing the thermal gradient in the melt pool (red line), or directly
changing the temperature dependence of the materials in the melt pool
(yellow line). The similarity of these two cases indicates that it is primarily
the lithospheric thickening that a↵ects our results and not the specific
mechanism leading to a thicker lithosphere at the basin center. . . . .
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A.1 Coordinate systems (grey arrows and labels), ring measurements and spacecraft position variables (black open-ended arrows with italic labels), and
vector quantities (black or white arrows with upright labels) used in our
calculation of the gravity field over a ring, shown for models (light grey
boxes) with both flat and curved surfaces. The quantities Ax , Ay , and AR
are components of the total gravitational accleration A. The white arrows (Ay for flat models, AR for curved models) indicate the local vertical
direction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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ABSTRACT
Blair, David Michael Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. The Geophysical Evolution of Impact Basins and Volcanic Structures on Mercury and the Moon. Major
Professor: Andrew M. Freed.
The geologic histories of most terrestrial bodies are dominated by two major
processes: meteorite bombardment and volcanism. The forms that the resulting
impact craters and volcanic structures take can tell us a great deal about the ways
in which these processes occur and about the environment of the host body at the
time of their formation. The surfaces of bodies like Mercury and the Moon are old,
however, and most such features formed more than a billion years in the past. Impact
craters and volcanic structures are thus generally not visible in their original states,
but instead in a form which has evolved over geologic time.
In this work, I combine observations of planetary surfaces from spacecraft like

messenger and grail with modern numerical modeling techniques in order to
explore the various ways in which the long-term geophysical evolution of impact
craters and volcanic structures can reveal information about the subsurface environment. I find that the pattern of fractures on the floors of the Rachmanino↵, Raditladi,
and Mozart peak-ring impact basins on Mercury reveals the contours of the underlying
terrain; that the present-day gravitational and topographic signatures over Orientale
Basin emerged due to a combination of syn- and post-impact processes which can
help to constrain both the parameters of the impact and the rheology of the lunar
mantle; and that the tremendous sizes at which lunar lava tubes can be stable open
up both new ways of interpreting grail observations of the lunar gravity field and
new possibilities for human exploration of the Moon.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Meteorite impacts and volcanism are the dominant forces shaping the surfaces of
most of the terrestrial bodies in our Solar System. The craters, basins, and volcanic
structures that these processes leave behind carry a wealth of information about the
environment in which they formed and the circumstances of their creation. Much work
has been done investigating and understanding the physics behind the formation of
impact craters of all scales, as meteorite bombardment is in a very real sense the
most prevalent geologic process: if a body has geology, then it is very often the case
that most of it is due to the various e↵ects of impact cratering. Impact craters also
provide the topographic and structural setting for later volcanic activity on bodies
like Mercury, the Moon, and Mars. Studying the ways in which these processes occur
can help us gain a better understanding of the ways in which our own Earth is both
similar to and distinct from its closest neighbors, and, more generally, of what the
Solar System was like when these features formed.
Impact basins and large volcanic features on bodies like Mercury and the Moon
are almost universally ancient. The great age of most of these features means that
our observations of them do not, in many cases, reflect their original forms. It is
therefore often difficult to study how various processes occur—what newly-formed
impact craters might look like, or what the surface texture of a volcanic plain on
Mercury might be after it forms—because our “freshest” examples still often date
to what on Earth would be the Proterozoic eon. Nothing can remain unchanged
over such vast stretches of time. Volcanic plains cool, shrink, and contract. Lava
that once flowed freely over the surface becomes buried under countless subsequent
flows. Impact basins, some the size of continents, rebound isostatically in response
to pressure di↵erences deep in the asthenosphere. All of these features have changed
in myriad ways which reflect both the sheer enormity of the passage of time and
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the conditions which have controlled their development. This is their geophysical
evolution.
Herein I explore several di↵erent features on Mercury and the Moon in order to
elucidate their distant pasts, their hidden subsurfaces, and their deep structures. In
so doing, I hope to also demonstrate that understanding the long-term geophysical evolution of nearly any planetary surface structure is vital to understanding its
modern form.

1.1

Document Structure
This document consists of several distinct parts. You are currently reading the

Introduction chapter, in which you will find overviews of each portion of the work
including brief summaries of key findings, comments on the importance of the work
in a broader scientific context and in the context of my professional development, and
a description of the ways in which each of these projects can be considered part of
a larger whole. As one chapter is a published journal article and the other two are
intended for that purpose, they have all truly been collaborative e↵orts, and so the
chapter descriptions here in the Introduction are also where I give credit to my
co-authors and discuss each chapter’s publication details or goals.
Prior to this chapter, there is a comprehensive Table of Contents, a List of
Tables, a List of Figures, expansions of various Abbreviations used in this
dissertation, and a short Abstract of the work as a whole. I would be remiss if I
did not also mention the Acknowledgements, as the work presented here could
not have happened were it not for the support—both personal and financial—of a
great number of people and organizations.
Following this Introduction, you will find the three main content chapters, each
of which is a numerical modeling study of a particular feature on either Mercury or
the Moon. Each of these chapters contains its own Abstract, followed by sections
introducing that topic and providing background information. Figures and tables
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are interspersed with the text in these chapters, but the citations for all three are
combined and collected towards the end of this document in References (page 95).
The end matter of this document consists of two Appendices and a Vita. The
Appendices are substantial enough that I will save their descriptions for later in this
chapter, following the other chapter summaries (see Sections 1.2.4 and 1.2.5). The
Vita is a brief summary of my academic background.

1.2

Chapter Summaries

1.2.1

Chapter 2 Summary and Context

In this project, I aimed to explain unusual patterns of graben (extensional troughs)
and ridges found within the Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart impact basins on
Mercury. Images returned by the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (messenger) spacecraft in 2008, 2009, and 2011 [Prockter
et al., 2009, 2010, 2011] showed that the central smooth plains of all three of these
basins contained a circular or sub-circular ring of graben, and that two of the three
also displayed disorganized ridges at their centers. As the three basins are all peakring basins of similar size (⇠200–300 km in diameter), we explored various ways of
forming these features which could be generally applied to all three locations. After
testing a variety of candidate mechanisms, we have found that all of the graben can
be explained by the cooling of the volcanic plains in which they are found, provided
that certain topography was present on the basin floor prior to volcanic flooding; the
ridges likely formed as a result of subsidence of that same volcanic unit. Following the
theme of this dissertation, it was not the emplacement of the lava units that formed
the observable tectonic features, but the extended cooling of the smooth plains and
the basin’s isostatic response to loading.
Through this work, we have discovered that it is possible to discern information
about buried topographic contours by examining the patterns of faulting in overlying
volcanic units. This technique has proven to be applicable to several other locations
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in the Solar System thus far, and I have no doubt that it will continue to be a fruitful
line of inquiry for many years to come. The possibility of thermal contraction driving
kilometer-scale tectonics was also somewhat novel at the time that we completed this
work, and that idea too has begun to spread to other parts of the planetary science
community. This is evidenced by the fact that I have now had the good fortune
of being a co-author on several other papers employing a similar philosophy: one
exploring the faults in and around completely buried ‘ghost’ craters in Mercury’s
northern plains [Freed et al., 2012], and another studying finer-scale fractures on the
floors of craters on both Mercury and the Moon and their possible origin as features
formed by radiative cooling [Xiao et al., 2014].
The content of this chapter was published in Volume 118 of the Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets in January of 2013. This was the first major project I
undertook in my graduate career, and I was lucky enough to have the guidance and
support of a number of excellent co-authors: Andy Freed and Jay Melosh here at Purdue University; Sean Solomon, Paul Byrne, and Christian Klimczak at the Carnegie
Institute of Washington (with Sean Solomon becoming the director of the LamontDoherty Earth Observatory at Columbia University during the course of the project);
Maria Zuber at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and Louise Prockter and
Carolyn Ernst at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory.
As mentioned above, this was my first serious project as a graduate student, and
as such it truly served as a learning experience for the other work I would wind up
performing over the next several years. I developed skills building and interpreting
finite element models, writing accessory programs to process and output data, and
of course skills in organizing and writing a publishable research manuscript. There is
also some history as to how this paper in its published form came about which I think
is worth sharing. When I began my Ph.D. studies, only the graben in Raditladi Basin
had been imaged by messenger. The graben and ridges in Rachmanino↵ Basin
were discovered in September of 2009, and shortly thereafter Jay Melosh came into
my lab informing me excitedly of its discovery, printed image in hand. By mid-2011, I
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had written a full manuscript on Raditladi Basin, which I’d sent out to my co-authors.
I recieved a very memorable response from Sean Solomon in August of 2011 which
began “Hi Dave, To everything there is a season. This paper, were it written a year
ago . . . ” He then shared information of new findings from messenger, including
the first images of Mozart Basin, much higher-resolution mosaics of Rachmanino↵
Basin, and many other features of which I had been completely unaware. The paper
as it existed at the time had to be completely scrapped, of course, but otherwise this
could not have worked out better—Sean Solomon was kind enough to invite me to
participate in the next several messenger science team meetings, where I learned
a great deal and made some lasting professional and personal connections. This was
all a fantastic introduction to nature of life in the planetary science community, and
to the process of research in general.

1.2.2

Chapter 3 Summary and Context

The next chapter of this dissertation focuses on the question of how large a lava
tube can remain stable under lunar conditions. This work arose out of an ongoing
collaborative e↵ort here at Purdue University to try to use data from the lunar Gravity
Recovery And Interior Laboratory (grail) spacecraft to locate vacant lava tubes
beneath the lunar surface. Before we could meaningfully interpret the gravity data,
however, we realized that we needed to better understand the limits of what would be
structurally possible on the Moon. To my surprise, a literature search revealed only
one study on the subject of the stability of lunar lava tubes, which was performed
back during the Apollo era by Oberbeck et al. [1969]. This was an analytic calculation,
and it assumed both a flat-roofed lava tube and lunar basalt densities which are now
known to be far too low. The larger (and more speculative) of the two size limits
calculated in that paper, 500 m, has been quoted by other studies for the forty-six
years since its publication. Using modern numerical modeling techniques similar
to those employed in tunnel engineering, I examined a range of di↵erent lava tube
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geometries and other initial conditions in an attempt to both improve on that earlier
study and determine what the actual maximum theoretical size of lunar lava tubes
might be. As before, I do not explore or model the transient process (the formation
of lava tubes of this size), but instead model how well the structure might withstand
gravitationally-induced or tectonic stresses over geologic timescales. Through these
e↵orts, I have discovered that lava tubes in excess of a kilometer in width—perhaps
even 4 or 5 km—should be able to remain stable under lunar conditions, at least in
areas where there is little tectonic activity.
Two key factors seem to underly the extraordinary sizes at which we find lunar
lava tubes to be stable. The first is the incorporation of an arched roof, which
distributes the load and allows most of the roof and walls of the lava tube to bear
its own weight in compression instead of tension. As rock is substantially stronger
in compression, this allows larger structures than a flatter roof, as the latter will flex
farther downwards and throw the apex of the ceiling (the bottom of the roof) into
extension, and thus into failure. The second factor may be the nature of lunar basalt.
In this study, I considered the ‘Geological Strength Index’ (gsi) of the rock as a
means of simulating the rock body in a more realistic fashion than if we had treated
it as a cohesive unit. This led me to investigate some of the likely structural and
weathering properties of lunar basalt, at which point it became clear to me that the
near-total absence of aqueous weathering on the Moon may lead to much stronger
rock bodies. This is another factor which allowed larger lava tubes than would be
expected simply from gravitational scaling (where a 30 m terrestrial lava tube would
correspond to a ⇠180 m lunar lava tube).
This work is not yet published, although the manuscript as presented here will
hopefully be submitted to Icarus in the near future, following revisions from my coauthors; as alluded to above, this work has been done in the context of a much larger
and more comprehensive lava tube working group here at Purdue University. My coauthors on this work have been Jay Melosh, Andy Freed, and Colleen Milbury from
the Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, Kathleen Howell,
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Loic Chappaz, and Rohan Sood from the School of Astronautics and Aeronautics,
and Antonio Bobet from the Lyles School of Civil Engineering.
Although I of course do not know what the impact of this work will be after
it is published, it is my hope that it will become the new work of reference when
discussing the potential scale of lava tubes on the Moon. Similar studies could also
be performed of lava tubes on Mars or Mercury. A better understanding of the sizes at
which lava tubes could remain stable on various planetary bodies would allow better
and more informed interpretation of gravity, seismic, and ground-penetrating radar
observations as well. Scientifically, knowing the size and distribution of lava tubes
(which is not part of my study, but which would be enabled by it) would provide
valuable information about a body’s volcanic history.
It is worth noting that this work is also of keen interest to the human space
exploration community. Lava tubes provide excellent shelter from small meteorites,
radiation, and the temperature extremes present at the lunar surface, and so they
would likely be excellent locations for hypothetical future lunar outposts or bases.
Recently my work has attracted some media attention [Rincon, 2015] because of the
newly-exposed potential for stable lava tubes large enough to house small bases or
colonies—or, at the larger end of my results, entire lunar metropolises.

1.2.3

Chapter 4 Summary and Context

The final research chapter of this dissertation is centered around the geophysical history of the Orientale Basin. Earlier work from the same group involved in
this paper focused on explaining the formation of lunar ‘mascons’ (mass concentrations) in the Humorum and Freundlich-Sharonov basins (with diameters of 600 and
⇠650 km, respectively). In that work we found that the modern gravity signatures

of these basins as observed by grail and their topography as measured by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (lro) cannot be explained solely by processes that occur
during the basin-forming impacts. Instead, the modern state of the basin comes about
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over geologic time, as the initial post-impact state of the basin evolves in response to
thermal and isostatic forces.
My work on Orientale Basin is a ‘sequel’ of sorts to these studies. Orientale is a
larger basin than either of Humorum or Freundlich-Sharonov; at ⇠900 km diameter
(to the Montes Cordillera), it subtends roughly the same amount of arc on the Moon
as does Australia on the Earth, making it truly a ‘continent-scale’ impact structure.
Because of this, we strove to investigate the e↵ects of the curvature of the Moon,
and to determine whether the same processes that drove the evolution of the Humorum and Freundlich-Sharonov Basins could explain modern observations of Orientale
Basin. We found that Orientale Basin does indeed follow a broadly similar path as
those other two smaller Basins studied previously, and that curvature a↵ects the development of large basins like Orientale in both the initial impact phase and during
its subsequent geophysical evolution. During the impact, the addition of curvature
changes the size and structure of the basin that results from a given impactor. Over
geologic time, curvature leads to a stronger e↵ective lithosphere, such that we must
appeal to a thinner lithosphere in most of the basin, but curvature also prevents the
basin center from rebounding isostatically enough to match modern topographic observations; to correct for this, we find that we need to appeal to a region of thicker
lithosphere near the basin center. This may be caused by a suppressed local thermal
gradient (possibly due to the removal of radiogenic materials from the region during
the ejection of the crust), or to material or rheologic di↵erences between the melt
pool and heated mantle under the basin and the comparatively undisturbed mantle
outside of the basin. This question remains outstanding at the time of this writing.
This project is intended for submission to the Journal of Geophysical Research:
Planets. As all of with my other work, this project has been a collaborative e↵ort. My
co-authors are Andy Freed and Jay Melosh at Purdue University, and Maria Zuber
and Brandon Johnson at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
There has been much work done to understand Orientale Basin, as it is both the
youngest impact basin of its size on the Moon and one of the most pristine examples
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of a multi-ring basin in the Solar System. However, no other study has incorporated the basin’s long-term geophysics, which the prior work on the Humorum and
Freundlich-Sharonov Basins show is vital to understanding a large basin’s modern
state, a fact which is only more true for a larger basin like Orientale. This work
showing that curvature does have a substantial e↵ect on the history of Orientale
Basin also means that all studies which do not incorporate curvature cannot be considered truly complete. This also applies to other continent-scale features on other
planets, which on many of the smaller terrestrial bodies currently of interest in the
planetary community—Vesta, Ceres, Pluto, Charon, Titan, Europa, Ganymede, asteroids, comets, and so on—occurs at a much smaller absolute size. It is my hope
that this work inspires other studies of features of this scale to ensure that they are
treating curvature appropriately in their analyses.
Secondly, in order to perform this study I have had to develop a number of tools
and techniques for dealing with both curved finite element models (fems) and the
calculation of the gravity field over an fem with a curved surface (see Sections
1.2.4 and 1.2.5 of this chapter). This has already been proven useful, as it has been
incorporated into both studies of the e↵ects of porosity on lunar craters [Milbury
et al., 2015] and ongoing work on the gravity signature of craters on Ceres [Bowling
et al., 2014; Davison et al., 2015]. These tools are also presently being incorporated
into the isale hydrocode, so they will soon be accessible to a much larger number
of planetary scientists.
In terms of my own professional development, too, this work has been a wonderful
learning experience. The modeling required for this study combines all of the knowledge from what I’ve done previously and, as discussed above, has required me to
develop new tools to push past what has previously been possible in similar studies. I
have ‘hit a wall’ many times during this project, but have discovered that eventually
there are ways to solve almost any problem.
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1.2.4

Appendix A Summary and Context

The first Appendix contains a derivation of the formula for the gravitational
acceleration over a ring both along the direction of its central axis and perpendicular
to it. This is required for the Orientale Basin work in order to obtain the free-air and
Bouguer gravitational anomalies over an axisymmetric, element- or cell-based model
of the basin (see Section 4.4.3) such as a finite element or hydrocode model. Much
like the Orientale Basin project itself, this derivation is a ‘sequel’ to work done by
Turtle and Melosh in 1997, which derived the along-axis component.

1.2.5

Appendix B Summary and Context

The second Appendix contains the source code for a program I have written
called grav anomaly.py. The program is written in Python, and is presented with
line numbers for convenience. In it, the math derived above becomes the basis for
a command-line-interface computer program which calculates various types of gravity fields over any two-dimensional, element- or cell-based, axisymmetric model. It
can produce the total gravitational acceleration over the model, the free-air gravity
anomaly field, or the Bouguer gravity anomaly field; the latter two require that one
first computes the total acceleration over a ‘geoid’ model which is laterally homogenous and devoid of both surface and crust-mantle boundary topography, and then use
that as a reference signal against which the two anomalies can be calculated (see the
description in 4.4.3 for more details). The program has a number of command-line
options to make it configurable at run-time, as well as a number of variables set in
its “Options” section which either duplicate those command-line options (and thus
save typing at the command prompt), or set quantities which should not have to be
changed often.
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2 THE ORIGIN OF GRABEN AND RIDGES IN RACHMANINOFF,
RADITLADI, AND MOZART BASINS, MERCURY
2.1

Abstract
The Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart peak-ring impact basins on Mercury

display a distinctive pattern of tectonic features consisting of a central zone that
is either devoid of tectonic landforms or contains small ridges, a medial annulus of
prominent and predominantly circumferentially oriented graben, and a distal zone
displaying graben that occur in a mix of orientations and that are less evident toward
the peak ring. Here we use finite element models to explore three candidate scenarios
for the formation of these tectonic features: (1) thermal contraction of the interior
smooth plains, (2) isostatic uplift of the basin floor, and (3) subsidence following
volcanic loading. Our results suggest that only thermal contraction can account for
the observed pattern of graben, whereas some combination of subsidence and global
contraction is the most likely explanation for the central ridges in Rachmanino↵ and
Mozart. Thermal contraction models, however, predict the formation of graben in the
centermost region of each basin, where no graben are observed. We hypothesize that
graben in this region were buried by a thin, late-stage flow of plains material, and
images of partially filled graben provide evidence of such late-stage plains emplacement. These results suggest that the smooth plains units in these three basins are
volcanic in origin. The thermal contraction models also imply a cooling unit ⇠1 km
thick near the basin center, further supporting the view that plains-forming lavas on
Mercury were often of sufficiently high volume and low viscosity to pool to substantial
thicknesses within basins and craters.
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2.2

Introduction
The most common and widespread tectonic features on Mercury are ridges and

scarps interpreted to have formed by horizontal shortening of the crust and generally
attributed to the global cooling and contraction of the planet’s interior [Solomon et al.,
2008; Strom et al., 1975; Watters et al., 2009c]. Mariner 10 images showed evidence
for extensional features on the floor of the Caloris impact basin, the largest wellpreserved impact structure on Mercury [Strom et al., 1975], and several basin-scale
processes have been proposed to account for the observed extension [e.g. Dzurisin,
1978; Kennedy et al., 2008; Melosh and Dzurisin, 1978; Melosh and McKinnon, 1988;
Watters et al., 2005]. The MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry,
and Ranging (messenger) spacecraft, in orbit about Mercury since March 2011,
has revealed many additional impact structures that host extensional features within
their interiors, ranging from the largest basins [Watters et al., 2009a,b] to volcanically
flooded craters only a few tens of meters across [Freed et al., 2012; Head et al., 2011;
Klimczak et al., 2012; Watters et al., 2012].
Here we focus on extensional tectonic features within three peak-ring basins 200–
300 km in diameter: Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart. The smooth plains within
the inner peak rings of these basins contain troughs interpreted to be graben (Figure
2.1). The graben were first imaged in Raditladi during messenger’s initial flyby of
Mercury in 2008 [Prockter et al., 2009], in Rachmanino↵ during messenger’s third
flyby in 2009 [Prockter et al., 2010], and in Mozart after messenger had entered
orbit around Mercury [Prockter et al., 2011]. In each of the three basins, the troughs
are distributed in a distinctive pattern (Figure 2.1). Immediately outside of a central
region that lacks graben (but contains small ridges in Rachmanino↵ and Mozart) is a
medial annulus of predominantly circumferential graben. Beyond that annular zone
the density and prominence of graben generally decreases toward the peak ring, and
the graben occur in a mix of circumferential, radial, and oblique orientations. No
graben are evident outside the peak ring.
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Figure 2.1. The Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart peak-ring
basins on Mercury. (a–c) Mercury Dual Imaging System (mdis) image mosaics of the three basins; these mosaics are composed primarily
of wide-angle camera images at 250 m pixel 1 with some inset images
from the narrow-angle camera at 150 m pixel 1 and have been adjusted for contrast. Green lines show the inner edge of the peak ring
in each basin, and orange lines indicate the location of the corresponding elevation profile shown in Figures 2.1g-2.1i. (d–f) Sketch maps of
tectonic features (troughs in blue and ridges in red) within the peak
rings of each basin (shown in green) and their relationship to the local smooth plains unit (grey shading). The general pattern is one of
a central area without graben (but with ridges in Rachmanino↵ and
Mozart), a surrounding medial annulus dominated by circumferential
graben, and a sparser distribution of graben of mixed orientations in
a distal zone. (g–h) Mercury Laser Altimeter (mla) and (i) stereoderived topographic profiles across each basin, with horizontal lines
showing elevation with respect to a reference sphere of radius 2440 km
and vertical orange lines marking the positions on the basin rims corresponding to the labeled points in (a)–(c). Note that the profiles
extend past the edges of the images shown in most cases.
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Several mechanisms have been explored to account for extensional features within
impact structures on Mercury. For volcanically buried “ghost” craters and basins
in Mercury’s northern plains and in the plains exterior to the Caloris basin, photogeological observations and finite-element modeling support the hypothesis that the
graben formed in response to the thermal contraction of a thick flood lava unit [Freed
et al., 2012; Watters et al., 2012]. The contraction of the cooling lava generates large
extensional stresses, which can form graben if the cooling unit is sufficiently thick to
support large, deep faulting instead of pervasive surficial cracking. In the northern
plains, these thick cooling units typically form as a result of pooling of lava in a
crater or basin. In the peak-ring basins of this study, the basin itself may provide the
necessary topographic depression to favor formation of a thick cooling unit. Thermal
contraction is thus a candidate contributor to the formation of the tectonic features
observed in these basins (Figure 2.2a).
Another potential mechanism for the formation of graben within an impact structure is uplift of the basin floor. Such uplift can be isostatic in nature, with an initial
undercompensation of basin topography inducing uplift of the crust and mantle until isostatic forces are balanced by topographic changes and flexural stresses (Figure
2.2b). Alternatively, uplift can be driven by inward flow of the lower crust in response
to higher overburden pressures in the lower crust exterior to the basin [e.g. Zhong,
1997]. Both forms of uplift should produce surficial horizontal extensional stresses
within the basin interior, and both have been invoked to account for graben formation within the Caloris basin [e.g. Dzurisin, 1978; Melosh and Dzurisin, 1978; Watters
et al., 2005].
A third candidate mechanism for the formation of graben within an impact basin,
and one that can also account for ridge formation, is lithospheric flexure in response to
the deposition of volcanic material (Figure 2.2c). Volcanic infilling of a basin generates
a surface load that induces subsidence and horizontal compression at the center of
the basin and flexural uplift and extension at a distance from the basin center that
depends on lithospheric thickness at the time of emplacement. This mechanism has
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Figure 2.2. Schematic illustrations of candidate mechanisms for
graben formation on the floors of Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and
Mozart basins: (a) thermal contraction of an interior volcanic plains
unit, (b) uplift due to isostatic readjustment following basin excavation, and (c) flexure in response to emplacement of an interior volcanic
plains unit. All illustrations show an axisymmetric basin with the axis
of symmetry (the basin center) at the left edge. Arrows show the direction of movement, with arrow size indicating relative magnitude of
motion. Illustrations are not to scale.
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been invoked to explain interior wrinkle ridges and graben in some large lunar mare
basins [e.g. Freed et al., 2001; Melosh, 1978; Solomon and Head, 1979, 1980]. These
lunar basins, however, have ridges throughout their interiors and graben around their
peripheries, instead of ridges (where present) confined to the center of the basin and
graben only inward of approximately half the distance to the rim as in the peak-ring
basins discussed here (Figure 2.1).
In this paper we explore these three candidate scenarios for the formation of graben
and ridges in Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart basins: (1) thermal contraction
of the interior smooth plains unit, (2) uplift of the basin floor, and (3) subsidence in
response to interior volcanic loading. For each mechanism, we employ finite element
models to calculate the stress state that is generated within the basin, and we then
compare this stress state with that implied by the observed faulting patterns. The
goal of these comparisons is to identify the mechanism or combination of mechanisms
that best accounts for the observed pattern of tectonic features in peak-ring basins
on Mercury and the absence of similar patterns of tectonic features in other basins
on Mercury and elsewhere in the Solar System.

2.3

Observational Constraints
Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart are midsized basins on Mercury [Fassett

et al., 2012, e.g.] that are respectively ⇠290, 265 and 235 km in diameter and have
generally similar basin morphologies (Figure 2.1). All three are classified as peak-ring
basins, with peak-ring diameters of ⇠145, 130 and 125 km, respectively (each 50%
of the rim-to-rim diameter) [Baker et al., 2011]. Each contains a smooth plains unit
that fills most of the area interior to the peak ring (Figure 2.1). Nonetheless, there
are di↵erences among the basins in the extent (and possibly the origin) of the interior
smooth plains unit and in the details of the pattern and size of tectonic features. We
focus here on the features shared among the three basins to develop constraints for
models of fault formation, but we also take note of the di↵erences among the basins
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to inform the range of basin characteristics that a successful model must be able to
accommodate.

2.3.1

Extent and Origin of Smooth Plains Material

Smooth plains material fills much of the central area bounded by the peak ring
in each of the three basins. In Rachmanino↵, the smooth plains are mostly confined
to this area, but images indicate that inner floor material partially buries a portion
of the southernmost sector of the peak ring [Prockter et al., 2010] (Figure 2.1d). The
smooth plains in Raditladi extend farther from the basin center than in Rachmanino↵
and abut the main basin rim to the east and west (Figure 2.1e). In Mozart, smooth
plains cover 60 % of the basin interior, burying the southwestern portion of the peak
ring except for a few isolated peaks (Figure 2.1f). Extrapolation of depth-to-diameter
ratios for craters on Mercury from data given by Barnouin et al. [2012] suggest that
these basins may have been ⇠3–4 km deep at the time of their formation. Topographic

profiles across each basin, obtained with messenger’s Mercury Laser Altimeter
(mla) (Figures 2.1g and 2.1h), show rim-to-floor depths of ⇠5 km in Rachmanino↵
and ⇠4 km in Raditladi, whereas the rim-to-floor depth in Mozart is ⇠3 km as deter-

mined from Mercury Dual Imaging System (mdis) stereo-derived topography (Figure
2.1i) [Preusker et al., 2011]. (mla profiles of Mozart as of this writing pass far from
the center of the basin.) All three basins are deepest at their centers, implying that
some subsidence has occurred and rendering difficult the estimation of fill thickness
from modern topographic relief.
In Rachmanino↵, color di↵erences between the inner smooth plains and the basin
floor outward of the peak ring, and a size-frequency distribution of impact craters
supporting a younger age for the interior smooth plains than for the outer basin
floor, indicate that the smooth plains are volcanic in origin [Chapman et al., 2012;
Prockter et al., 2010]. The fact that the smooth plains largely bury the southwestern
sector of the peak ring in Mozart basin (Figure 2.1d) also favors a volcanic origin for
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this material. Although the size-frequency distribution of small impact craters does
not show a resolvable age di↵erence between the inner plains in Raditladi and other
parts of the basin [Martellato et al., 2010], embayment relations within Raditladi and
its close geomorphologic similarity to the other two basins are at least permissive of
a volcanic origin for those plains as well. Nonetheless, the possibility that the inner
plains of Raditladi are solidified impact melt [Prockter et al., 2009] cannot be ruled
out.

2.3.2

Distribution and Size of Tectonic Features

All three basins display a broadly similar pattern of graben (Figures 2.1d, 2.1e,
and 2.1f). This pattern consists of a central region 20 km in radius in which graben
are absent, surrounded by a medial annulus ⇠5–20 km wide of prominent graben. The
graben in this annulus display a predominantly basin-circumferential orientation that
is expressed most strongly in Raditladi (Figure 2.1e) and least strongly in Mozart
(Figure 2.1f), though a few graben in this annulus in all three basins have subradial
orientations. Outside of the annulus is a distal zone with a lower density of graben
displaying a mix of radial, circumferential, and oblique orientations relative to the
basin center. Few graben are seen immediately inward of the peak ring. This entire
pattern is o↵set from the basin center by ⇠10 km in Rachmanino↵ and Raditladi,
likely the result of departures from axisymmetry in basin structure. In Rachmanino↵
and Mozart, the centermost region (inside the annulus of circumferential graben)
contains wrinkle ridges with no apparent preferred orientation; in Raditladi, this same
region contains no visible tectonic features. There are no crosscutting relationships
visible between the ridges and the graben, so the relative timing of these features
remains unresolved.
In Rachmanino↵, the annular zone of prominent circumferential graben is found
at radii of approximately 20 to 40 km from the center of the pattern of faulting
(14–28 % of the peak-ring radius, rp ), whereas this zone spans radial distances of
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20–25 km in Raditladi (15–19 % of rp ) and 25–40 km in Mozart (20–32 % of rp ). The
most prominent of these graben have rim-to-rim widths of ⇠1.5 km, a measurement
that includes both the original floor width and horizontal extension on the bounding
normal faults. In a few cases where floor width can be distinguished from rimto-rim width, the floor width accounts for approximately two thirds of the total
width of the graben, similar to findings for graben within ghost craters and basins
in the northern smooth plains [Klimczak et al., 2012]. We therefore assume that the
most prominent circumferential graben generally have floor widths of ⇠1 km. This
same two thirds approximation gives graben floor widths of ⇠500 m. for the smallest
discernable graben (near the inner edge of the peak ring). Where no graben are
observed, either such features are not present or they are too small to be resolved in
current messenger images.
It is worth noting that this pattern is di↵erent from that found in graben-bearing
ghost craters and basins in Mercury’s northern plains and in the plains exterior to
Caloris [e.g. Freed et al., 2012; Klimczak et al., 2012; Watters et al., 2012]. In those
ghost craters and basins, which range from a few tens of kilometers to over 200 km
in diameter, graben generally display wide variations in orientation and often have
unorganized patterns relative to the crater or basin. Moreover, the most prominent
graben in ghost craters are typically at the center of the crater [e.g. Klimczak et al.,
2012], instead of within an annulus having an inner radius of several tens of kilometers.

2.4

Modeling Approach
To determine the stress state predicted by candidate mechanisms for graben and

ridge formation, we developed and employed axisymmetric thermo-mechanical and
viscoelastic finite element models. Because of the assumed axisymmetry of the models, we ignored the slight o↵set between the center of the pattern of faulting and
the center of the basin in Raditladi and Rachmanino↵, and instead we assumed that
the two were coincident. In all calculations, one of the principal stress directions
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Table 2.1.
Styles of Faulting Predicted From the Relative Magnitude of the Principal Stress Componentsa
Relative Magnitudes

Predicted Faulting Styles

r

>

c

>

v

Circumferential graben

r

⇡

c

>

v

Mixed-orientation graben

c

>

r

>

v

Radial graben

v

>

c

>

r

Circumferential ridges

v

>

c

⇡

r

Mixed-orientation ridges

v

>

r

>

c

Radial ridges

a Stresses

are defined to be positive in extension.

is vertical ( v ) because of the proximity of the free surface, and the other two are
radial ( r ) and circumferential ( c ) to the basin by axial symmetry. The relative
magnitudes of the principal stress components can be used to predict the style of
faulting that should result [Anderson, 1951]. Table 2.1 provides a summary of how
relative stress magnitudes translate into di↵erent faulting styles. Note that if
c

r

and

are approximately equal, local structural variations (e.g., heterogeneous material

properties, pre-existing stress conditions, or preexisting faults) will control the orientation of any new faults. The

r

⇡

c

stress state may also lead to a local mix of

circumferential and radial orientations when faulting relieves one stress component
first and leaves the other component to dominate subsequent faulting. Although this
approach does not incorporate a criterion for rock strength, it has been shown that
such a methodology can nonetheless predict the distribution and types of faulting
observed [Banerdt et al., 1992; Freed et al., 2001; Golombek and Phillips, 2010] when
lithospheric strength is included in the models [Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008; Schultz
et al., 2010; Schultz and Zuber, 1994].
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We used the Abaqus software suite (http://www.simulia.com/solutions), which
has a substantial heritage in modeling geophysical processes [e.g. Dyksterhuis et al.,
2005; Freed et al., 2010; Poulet et al., 2012], including the generation of graben in
volcanically filled craters and basins on Mercury [Freed et al., 2012]. These continuummechanics models predict the total stress state that develops in the basin but do not
simulate fault initiation, and so do not explicitly treat modification of the stress field
by faulting, though we consider such e↵ects qualitatively in later discussion.
We adopted a basin radius of 125 km, the average for the three basins that have
motivated this study, a peak ring with a radius of 60 km, and an initial basin depth
of 3 km from rim crest to central floor to account for the fact that the basin depths
determined by mla are modern rather than original quantities. A typical model
geometry is shown in Figure 2.3a, and variations on this geometry are discussed below. We assumed a crustal density of 3200 kg m

3

on the basis of a composition

intermediate between basaltic and ultramafic materials [Nittler, 2011], a density of
smooth plains material that equals the crustal density on the basis of spectral evidence for broadly similar compositions [Denevi et al., 2009], and a mantle density
of 3400 kg m

3

[Hauck et al., 2004]. We explored other values for these parameters,

as well as for initial basin depth, and we found that although these quantities influenced stress magnitudes, they did not markedly a↵ect the relative magnitudes of
principal stresses, which is our primary focus. All models were run under an average surface gravitational acceleration of 3.7 m s 2 . Graben have bounding antithetic
normal faults that meet at depth, so if we adopt a dip angle of 60 and assume that
the graben floor does not widen with time, we may use floor width as a proxy for the
minimum depth of the unit in which the graben formed [e.g. Melosh and Williams,
1989; Schultz et al., 2007]. We thus took graben floor widths of 500 m near the basin
periphery and 1 km at the basin center to imply minimum smooth plains unit thicknesses in those locations. The inclusion of smooth plains outside of the peak ring did
not a↵ect results for any of the three scenarios, so such units were not considered in
the models we present here.
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Figure 2.3. (a) Sketch of model geometry, not to scale, with all dimensions in kilometers. The depth and shape of the infilling smooth
plains material (dark grey) and the crust-mantle boundary was varied
with the mechanism being modeled. The model was 50 km deep and
500 km wide in thermal models, and 200 km deep and 1000 km wide
in flexural models, with model depth measured from the floor of the
basin. (b) An example mesh used in thermal contraction calculations
(the darker colors at upper left are an e↵ect of more closely spaced
element boundaries). Inset shows an expanded view of the smooth
plains area, with the fill unit shaded in darker grey.
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Results were obtained after each model had run to steady state (i.e., asthenospheric viscosities had reached a completely relaxed state for uplift and subsidence
models, and smooth plains material had cooled to background temperatures in the
fully elastic thermal contraction models), so our choices of viscosity (1020 Pa s) and
thermal conductivity (1.5 W m

1

K 1 ) did not a↵ect our conclusions. A summary of

geometric and dynamic parameters for all models is given in Table 2.2. The spatial extent and mesh resolution of the models varied with the mechanism being simulated,
as described in the relevant sections below. An example mesh used for a thermal
contraction scenario is shown in Figure 2.3b.

2.5

Evaluation of Candidate Mechanisms

2.5.1

Thermal Contraction of Smooth Plains Material

We modeled thermal contraction by calculating the conductive cooling of an initially hot volume of lava within a preexisting basin. The initial temperature of the
lava was taken to be 800 C, the approximate elastic “blocking temperature” below
which the material will accumulate thermal stresses [Hirth, 2002]. We assumed an
ambient radiative surface temperature of 100 C [Vasavada et al., 1999] and a vertical
temperature gradient of 10 K km

1

for the surrounding basement materials [Hauck

et al., 2004; Zuber, 2010] and then ran our models without the fill in place in order
to establish the background thermal gradient. We then emplaced the hot lava on
top of that gradient with its own surface temperature fixed at 100 C. The bottom
of the model was fixed at 530 C, which we confirmed was sufficiently distant not
to a↵ect the cooling timeframe of the smooth plains. Our models for this scenario
extended to a depth of 50 km and a radius of 500 km from the basin center. Our
models contained zero-displacement boundary conditions on their outer and bottom
edges, and we verified that this condition did not influence the stress state within the
smooth plains compared with other choices for boundary conditions. These models
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Table 2.2.
Model parameters
Symbol

Description

Value

⇢c

Density of crust and smooth plains

⇢m

Density of mantle

Ef , Em

Young’s modulus of fill and mantle

Ec

Young’s modulus of crust

1010

⌫

Poisson’s ratio

0.25

⌘a

Viscosity of asthenosphere

1020

⌘c

Viscosity of lower crust (lower crustal flow

e20

1

1

Units

3200

kg m

3

3400

kg m

3

1 ⇥ 1011

Pa
Pa

Pa s

models only)
g

Gravitational acceleration
T

Thermal gradient outside of the basin

2

3

Ti,f

Initial temperature of infilled plains

Ts

Surface temperature

k

Thermal conductivity

↵v

Volumetric coefficient of thermal expan-

4

2

3.7

ms

10

K km

900

C

100

C

1.5
3 ⇥ 10

Wm
5

K

1

1K 1
1

sion
1

Nittler [2011];

2

Hauck et al. [2004];

3

Hirth [2002];

4

Ahrens [1995]

were purely elastic, as the time scale associated with cooling is much shorter than
that of viscous relaxation.
Stresses were determined at the final steady state conditions, after several tens of
thousands of Earth years had passed and the smooth plains material had cooled to
background temperatures. We varied both the cross-sectional shape of the smooth
plains unit and the relative elastic strength of the interior plains and the basement
units. This latter parameter served as a proxy for the relative yield strength of the two
units, which we expect to be comparatively high in the smooth plains (whether it is of
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volcanic origin or solidified impact melt) and comparatively weak in the immediately
underlying region of what is likely a mix of impact melt, impact-fractured material,
and regolith.
The relative magnitude of the stress components, and therefore the predicted style
of faulting, is controlled primarily by the geometry of the smooth plains unit (Figure
2.4). The strength di↵erence between the smooth plains and surrounding units has
a first-order influence on the magnitude of thermal stresses, but not the relative
magnitudes of the principal stresses. This statement also holds for the assumed
coefficient of thermal expansion. It is important to note that although all of our
thermal contraction models indicate extensional stresses in excess of 1 GPa, these
figures are a function of our modeling approach and should be taken to indicate
only the high potential for faulting through this mechanism. Rocks with lithologies
such as those in our models will fail long before stresses of such high magnitude can
accumulate, likely at no more than a few tens of MPa.
The two horizontal stresscomponents di↵er primarily because of bending that
occurs in the smooth plains unit during its contraction. This bending is caused
by the non-uniform depth of the fill (i.e., its cross-sectional shape), which in turn
is a function of the topography of the basin floor prior to the emplacement of the
smooth plains. Figure 2.4 shows a sampling of the fill geometries considered in our
analysis along with the predicted style of faulting. A bowl-shaped fill unit leads to
a stress state in which

r

⇡

c

throughout most of the inner smooth plains, with

the magnitudes of the two stresses diverging only near the peak ring as a result of
thinning of the plains unit (Figure 2.4a), a stress pattern that would lead to a mix
of graben orientations throughout much of the basin interior, including the central
region. A fill geometry that thins in a ramp-like or linear fashion from the basin
center to the peak ring (Figure 2.4b) leads to a state in which

r

>

c

throughout

the basin and to circumferential graben throughout much of the inner basin, though
the most prominent graben are expected to form in the distal parts of the smooth
plains. Adopting a flat inner basin floor while retaining the ramp structure at greater
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Figure 2.4. The e↵ects of di↵erent fill geometries on the stress state
generated in a smooth plains unit during thermal contraction. Each
panel shows the circumferential and radial stress components above
an illustration of the model’s geometry in cross-section, with observed and predicted features shown at the top and bottom edges,
respectively; “cg”, “rg”, and “mg” denote circumferential, radial, and
mixed- orientation graben in this figure and in Figures 2.5, 2.6, and
2.7. Vertical stresses are all near zero, because stress values are taken
from near the surface of the model (a free surface). Stress magnitudes are in the GPa range, but these values should be regarded only
as being supportive of graben formation, because our models do not
account for stress relief through faulting.
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radial distances concentrates bending stresses over the ramp (Figure 2.4c), leading to
a narrower annular zone of circumferential graben formation. If we also flatten the
slope of the outer portion of the subfill basin floor, the resulting stress state is one
in which

r

<

c

at radial distances outward of the ramp structure, resulting in a

concentration of circumferentially oriented graben at radial distances of ⇠20–40 km
from the basin center (33–36 % of rp ), depending on the precise geometry (Figures
2.4d and 2.4e).
A geometry that features another, smaller buried basin ring inward of the peak
ring (Figure 2.4f) leads to a stress state that produces a strongly localized region
of circumferential graben over that ring. However, such an inner ring has not been
observed in any other similarly sized basins on Mercury [e.g. Baker et al., 2012], and
so we consider its presence in any of the basins in this study unlikely. We also explored
a geometry in which the fill is thinnest at the center of the basin, perhaps due to a
buried central peak cluster, in e↵ect testing the idea that a thinner smooth plains unit
there might be too thin to form sizeable graben. This geometry produces a similar
stress state and pattern of faulting to that of a buried inner ring (Figure 2.4g), but
central peaks and peak clusters are generally associated with much smaller impact
craters (typically less than 140 km in diameter) on Mercury [Baker et al., 2011, 2012].
In addition, because vertical contraction of cooling plains material will be greatest
where the plains unit is thickest, calculations suggest that any smooth plains that
cover a central peak at the center of the basin should have a higher elevation than
thicker outer portions of the fill, because they would have subsided less during cooling.
Altimeter data, in contrast, show that the floors of these peak-ring basins are lowest
at their centers.
Our preferred model is one in which there is a rapid decrease in the thickness of
pooled smooth plains material with increasing radius at a distance of ⇠15 km from
the basin center (just inside the onset radius of prominent circumferential graben),
and a more gradual decrease in smooth plains thickness from ⇠25 km radius to the
outer edge of the smooth plains (Figure 5). A thermal contraction model with this
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Figure 2.5. A thermal contraction model that closely matches the pattern of observed graben in the three basins. Observed and predicted
features are shown at the top and bottom edges, respectively. This
model shows the highest potential for graben formation in the region
where the most prominent graben are observed and lower di↵erential
stresses immediately inward of the peak ring, where fewer graben are
observed.

geometry predicts fault orientations that match the observed circumferential orientations of graben 20–30 km from the basin center as well as the transition to a mix of
circumferential and radial graben farther outward. We note, however, that this model
predicts the formation of graben at the basin center, where no graben are observed
(Figure 2.1). We address this point in Section 2.6.3.

2.5.2

Uplift of the Basin Floor

The finite element models for isostatic uplift scenarios began with an initially
flat crust-mantle boundary and a basin partially filled with plains material. At the
start of each model run we applied a lithostatic state of stress to each element equal
to the local overburden. Because the basin is not isostatically compensated by an
uplifted crust-mantle boundary, there is an upward body force beneath the basin that
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must be compensated by a combination of uplift and lithospheric flexural stresses.
The flexural wavelength depends in part on lithospheric thickness, so we considered
a range of models with an elastic lithosphere thickness ranging from 10 to 100 km
under the center of the basin (i.e., 13 to 103 km outside of the basin). We also
explored di↵erent ratios of the elastic strength of the smooth plains unit to that of
the underlying geologic units. That ratio controls how flexural stresses are distributed
between plains material and the surrounding crust; a high ratio concentrates stresses
within the plains material. We used an elastically weak crust as a proxy for impactfractured rock with comparatively low yield strength. Our models for this scenario
extended to a depth of 200 km (well below the deepest lithosphere-asthenosphere
boundary considered in our models) and a radius of 1000 km from the basin center.
We placed zero-displacement boundary conditions on the outer and bottom edges of
the model and verified that these constraints did not produce a di↵erent stress state
in the smooth plains than did models with other choices for boundary conditions.
To simulate uplift associated with lower crustal flow, we modified the isostatic
uplift model by adding topography on the crust-mantle boundary that fully compensated the e↵ects of basin topography and smooth plains infill. We then included a
weak (viscous) lower crustal layer between a strong upper crust and a strong uppermost mantle, both of which were modeled as elastic. We varied the thickness of
the crust exterior to the basin between 20 and 80 km (while maintaining isostatic
compensation within the basin), and varied the depth of the brittle-ductile transition
between 10 and 60 km beneath the basin floor. The mantle underlying this viscous
lower crust was assumed to be elastic, to di↵erentiate this model from our models
of isostatic uplift. We found that these models produced the same types of stress
distributions, and therefore the same predicted styles of faulting in the smooth plains
unit, as the isostatic uplift models. For this reason, we discuss both uplift models
together.
We find that the largest extensional stresses in uplift models always occur at the
basin center, with the relative stress magnitudes ordered to produce graben with pre-
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Figure 2.6. Stress distribution from a model of isostatic uplift. Observed and predicted features are shown at the top and bottom edges,
respectively. In this model, the elastic lithosphere is 25 km thick.

dominantly radial orientations, except in the central region where there is no preferred
orientation (Figure 2.6). Regardless of the choice of model parameters, none of the
uplift models predicts the formation of circumferentially oriented graben anywhere
within the interior smooth plains. Variations in lithospheric thickness induce changes
in the wavelength of the flexural response but do not alter the relative magnitudes
or signs of the principal stress components. Similarly, higher ratios between the elastic strength of the smooth plains and the elastic strength of the basement material
increase the separation in magnitude between

r

and

c

away from the basin center

but do not change the predicted graben orientations.
Uplift models not only result in a stress state that does not match observed faulting patterns, they present timing issues that make them an unlikely mechanism for
graben formation in the peak-ring basins of this study. For basin uplift to be the
principal mechanism for the formation of graben, interior smooth plains would have
to have been emplaced and substantially cooled prior to the onset of uplift. If the
smooth plains in all three basins formed from impact melts, such a timing constraint
might be satisfied. To the extent that interior smooth plains are volcanic in origin,
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however, they had to have been emplaced sufficiently soon after basin formation to
have solidified earlier than much of the isostatic uplift or lower crustal flow. As the
smooth plains within Rachmanino↵ have a resolvably younger age than the basin on
the basis of crater size-frequency distributions and color di↵erences [Chapman et al.,
2012; Prockter et al., 2010], and as uplift would have occurred shortly after basin
formation by the mechanisms considered here (e.g., within perhaps 10 kyr to 1 Myr,
depending on the viscosity of lower crust or upper mantle) neither uplift mechanism
is likely to have been the source of graben formation in the smooth plains unit in that
basin.

2.5.3

Subsidence Due to Volcanic Loading

Volcanic loading models include topography on the crust-mantle boundary and an
initial lithostatic state of stress corresponding to full isostatic compensation of basin
topography prior to interior smooth plains emplacement. The addition of smooth
plains material and the application of gravity to the model then induces lithospheric
subsidence in response to the uncompensated volcanic load. Models were run until
the asthenosphere reached complete relaxation, at which point the volcanic load was
supported by isostatic forces and lithospheric flexural stresses. The flexural wavelength (and therefore the location of the annular flexural bulge) is influenced by both
the shape of the volcanic load and the thickness of the lithosphere, so we considered models with several di↵erent load geometries and di↵erent assumed values for
the thickness of the elastic lithosphere ranging from 10 to 100 km (i.e., 13 to 103 km
outside the basin). Crustal thickness was varied between 20 and 80 km outside the
basin, with a thickness inside the basin determined by isostatic compensation prior to
volcanic infill. Model domain, mesh resolution, and boundary conditions were similar
to those used for models of isostatic uplift.
For all subsidence models considered, the flexural wavelength is sufficiently large
that the entire smooth plains unit within the basin is in compression, precluding the
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Figure 2.7. Stress distribution from a model of subsidence in response
to volcanic loading. Observed and predicted features are shown at
the top and bottom edges of the stress plot, respectively; as in Figure
2.4, “cg”, “rg”, and “mg” denote circumferential, radial, and mixedorientation graben, and “rr” and “mr” denote radial ridges and mixedorientation ridges. In this model the elastic lithosphere is 30 km thick.

formation of interior graben (Figure 2.7). The geometry of the load has very little
e↵ect on the distribution of stresses, especially for the larger values of lithosphere
thickness, and the same is true for the ratio of the elastic strength of the smooth
plains to that of underlying units.
Subsidence models can account for the presence of irregularly oriented ridges at
the centers of Rachmanino↵ and Mozart, as all of these flexural models result in a
stress state in which

r

and

c

are compressional and approximately equal at the

basin center. It is not obvious why ridges would develop only in the very center
of the basins, however, as the decrease in compressional stresses outward from the
basin center is gradual (Figure 2.7). We speculate that compressive stresses at the
basin center were barely sufficient to initiate ridge formation, so that even a gradual
outward decrease in the magnitude of such stresses prevented contractional strain
from developing farther from the basin center. This scenario would be aided by
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the relaxation of compressional stresses that would accompany the formation of the
central ridges, further lowering compressional stresses beyond the basin center. The
concept that ridges at the centers of the Rachmanino↵ and Mozart basins formed in
response to compressive stresses just sufficient to initiate deformation is consistent
with the lack of central ridges observed in Raditladi, if the latter basin experienced
somewhat less subsidence due to its lesser amount of fill or its younger age. The
topography of the basins (e.g., Figures 2.1g, 2.1h, and 2.1i) also supports this idea.
The profile for Rachmanino↵ displays the greatest relief of the three basins, and it
also has the most extensive ridge system, whereas the lesser relief in Raditladi may
indicate that it has undergone less subsidence.
Ridge formation may have also been aided by the long-term accumulation of compressional stresses that accompanied cooling of Mercury’s interior and associated
global contraction [Solomon, 1977; Strom et al., 1975]. This source of compressional
stress may have played a role in the formation of at least two ridges observed far from
the basin center in Rachmanino↵ (Figure 2.1d and black arrows in Figure 2.8a).

2.6

Discussion
The thermal contraction of volcanic fill provides the most likely explanation for

the formation of graben in the Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart basins. Finite
element models of that process are able to reproduce most aspects of the observed
patterns of faulting. In contrast, neither uplift nor subsidence scenarios can match
the observed graben distribution. This conclusion, in turn, supports the notion that
the smooth plains within the peak rings of these three basins are volcanic in origin,
corroborating independent evidence for such an origin for the inner plains in Rachmanino↵ and Mozart. It also supports a volcanic origin for the smooth plains in
Raditladi, as it seems unlikely that a similar pattern of faulting would be produced
from the cooling of both impact melt and volcanic deposits due to their di↵erent crosssectional shapes. The inference that thermal contraction of a volcanic unit produced
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Figure 2.8. Evidence for graben partially filled by volcanic flows (a)
southwest of the center of Rachmanino↵ basin, (b) southeast of the
center of Raditladi basin, and (c) south of the center of Mozart basin,
from mdis narrow-angle image mosaics at 150 m pixel 1 . Black rectangles in larger images indicate the areas shown in the expanded
views, and white arrows point to areas where graben are seen either
to terminate abruptly or to shoal with no change in width. The black
arrow in (a) points to the ridge discussed in Section 2.6.3.
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the observed features carries with it some implications for the origin of the materials
filling the basin and for the region’s associated volcanic history, as discussed below
(see Sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.3). The ridges found at the center of the Rachmanino↵
and Mozart basins also warrant additional discussion (see Section 2.6.3).

2.6.1

Implications of Thermal Contraction: A Step in the Sub-Volcanic
Basin Floor

The models for thermal contraction that best match the observed pattern of
graben feature a rapid decrease in the thickness of smooth plains material between
15 km and 20 km radius (25–33 % of rp ). Such an inferred geometry finds some support in observations of, and model results for, other peak-ring basins. For example,
hydrocode simulations of the formation of craters of diameter D ⇠ 200 km suggest
that a central area of the final basin is deeper than the area near the peak ring and
that there is a relatively abrupt transition in depth [Collins et al., 2002]. A similar
central deepening appears to be present in the Mead crater on Venus (D ⇠ 270 km),
although it is unclear if that depression could have been caused by post-volcanic-fill
processes, as that basin contains a system of disorganized central faulting [Alexopoulos
and McKinnon, 1992; Herrick and Sharpton, 1996; Stoddard and Jurdy, 2006].
The central deepening also appears in the largely unfilled multiring Orientale
basin on the Moon (D ⇠ 950 km) [e.g. Whitten et al., 2011] further supporting the
possibility that such a geometry might apply beneath the plains material in Mercury’s
peak-ring basins. The applicability of this geometry to the few unfilled peak-ring
basins on Mercury remains to be explored.

2.6.2

Implications of Thermal Contraction: A Thick Volcanic Cooling
Unit

Graben formation from thermal contraction implies a relatively thick (at least
1 km) cooling unit, a result consistent with the ⇠1.5 km thickness of volcanic plains
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inferred from the depth extent of graben-bounding faults in Mercury’s northern plains
[Klimczak et al., 2012]. The volcanic materials that partially filled these basins need
not have been emplaced in a single event, however. A series of thinner flows could
also form a thick unit, as long as those flows occurred in sufficiently rapid succession
(⇠ thousands of years or less) that no layer is able to cool substantially below the
elastic blocking temperature before the next one above it is emplaced [Freed et al.,
2012]. Whether the smooth plains units within the basins of this study represent a
series of thin flows or a single, very voluminous flow, the implication is one of high
e↵usion rates and low viscosities. Both of these properties are suggested for the lavas
that flooded Mercury’s northern plains [Head et al., 2011] and that helped to shape
adjoining areas [Byrne et al., 2012]. Without these characteristics, the flows would
not likely have been able to build the thick and generally axisymmetric units that
produced the distribution of graben in Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart.
In contrast, the lunar Schrödinger basin provides an example of a basin in which
interior volcanic plains vary in both texture and albedo, suggesting episodic flows that
cooled at di↵erent times [Mest, 2011]. The Schrödinger basin does contain several very
large graben, but they occur in an asymmetric pattern that cuts across both the peak
ring and the basin rim and are individually much longer than the graben observed in
Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart basins, with some in excess of 100 km in length
[e.g. Shoemaker et al., 1994]. These observations suggest that graben formed within
the Schrödinger basin as the result of a regional-scale process, possibly associated with
uplift [Shoemaker et al., 1994], rather than as a product of local thermal contraction.

2.6.3

Implications of Thermal Contraction: Late-Stage Volcanic Flows

The thermal contraction model predicts that graben should have formed at the
centers of the Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart basins, where no graben are observed (Figure 2.1). Contractional features are seen in the central areas of two of the
basins, but ridge formation would not have removed evidence for earlier graben, as
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cross-cutting ridges and graben are commonly observed in lunar basins (e.g., Orientale and Serenitatis) [Solomon and Head, 1980] and in the Caloris and Rembrandt
basins on Mercury. One could surmise that if compressional stresses associated with
subsidence of the basin center developed at the same time that the volcanic fill was
thermally contracting, the compressional stresses could have prevented the extensional stress state necessary for graben formation from developing at the basin center. However, the magnitude of extensional thermal stresses (Figure 2.5) is more
than a factor of 50 greater than the magnitude of compressional stresses due to subsidence (Figure 2.7), suggesting that subsidence-induced stresses would not have been
sufficient to prevent graben formation.
A more likely scenario is that graben in the centers of the three peak-ring basins
were buried by one or more thin, late-stage lava flows. The late flow or flows in
each basin would have to have been sufficiently voluminous to fill the central graben
but sufficiently thin not to form new graben during cooling. The timing for the
emplacement of such late-stage flows is flexible, constrained only by the need for such
flows to have been emplaced after the primary smooth plains unit had cooled below
the elastic blocking temperature (⇠20 kyr for a 1 km thick smooth plains unit). It
might also be inferred that these late-stage flows occurred at the end of the phase of
volcanism that generated the plains in which graben formed, on the grounds that the
central areas in these basins do not have resolvable di↵erences from the surrounding
smooth plains in terms of spectral reflectance, age, or morphology. The late-stage
flow hypothesis suggests that the observed ridges formed after cessation of volcanism
and are therefore younger than the graben, though the partial or complete burial
of an earlier stage of ridges cannot be ruled out. The observation that some of the
innermost graben display less distinct edges and shorter shadows than those of the
more prominent graben farther from the basin centers also supports the hypothesis of
late-stage flows and partial volcanic burial of the central areas (Figure 2.8). Higherresolution images of the central regions of these basins will permit more rigorous tests
of this hypothesis.
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Other possible indications of late-stage flows are areas in these three basins where
the distribution of graben is discontinuous. These areas generally correspond to sectors where portions of the peak ring are missing, suggesting that volcanic resurfacing
may be responsible for both sets of observations. This e↵ect is most apparent in the
southwestern quadrants of Raditladi (Figure 2.1e) and Mozart (Figure 2.1f). This
scenario supports a volcanic origin for at least a portion of the smooth plains in Raditladi. Source vents for late-stage volcanism could have been in either the outer or
inner portion of the basins, though inward flow seems more likely given evidence from
altimetry that the centers are at the lowest modern elevation in each of these basins
(Figures 2.1g, 2.1h, and 2.1i). In Raditladi, ejecta from a prominent younger crater
in this region may have also contributed to graben burial. Both the peak ring and
the graben pattern are largely uninterrupted in Rachmanino↵. For the late-stage flow
scenario to apply to this basin, a central source vent would be the most straightforward explanation. Although greater subsidence and associated compressional stresses
at the basin center might be expected to suppress magma ascent, a centrally sourced
late-stage flow could have predated most subsidence. As noted in Section 2.3.2, the
relative timing of the formation of the basin-central ridges and the surrounding graben
is unconstrained.

2.7

Conclusions
From observations of fault patterns within the Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and

Mozart basins on Mercury, we have inferred the state of stress at the time of faulting, and we have tested several candidate processes (thermal contraction, uplift, and
volcanic loading) by comparing their predicted states of stress to those inferred from
observations. Our finite element model results suggest that thermal contraction of a
volcanic smooth plains unit is the most likely mechanism for forming the observed
patterns of graben. Our models also predict that graben should have formed in the
centers of the basins, though no such features are observed. We suggest that such
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graben were covered by thin, late-stage flows of volcanic material. Some evidence
for such late-stage flows may be seen in the form of partially buried graben and in
spatial correlations between missing sections of peak ring and areas that are devoid
of graben.
Several implications follow from aspects of the models that best match observations: (1) the basin floor prior to volcanic infill was deeper beneath the basin center
than it was farther out toward the peak ring; (2) the inner smooth plains in all three
basins are volcanic in origin; and (3) the smooth plains cooling unit was 1km thick,
supporting the hypothesis that many volcanic flows on Mercury were characterized
by high e↵usion rates and low viscosities.
Neither uplift associated with isostatic adjustment or lower crustal flow nor subsidence associated with lithospheric loading can account for the observed graben, but
the latter process likely contributed to the formation of ridges in the centers of Rachmanino↵ and Mozart basins. Compression associated with global contraction may
have been another contributor to ridge formation.
Our results support the idea that the distribution of tectonic features in the Rachmanino↵, Raditladi, and Mozart basins on Mercury di↵ers from patterns of tectonic
features in Schrödinger basin on the Moon primarily because of the thickness of the
youngest major volcanic unit. The faulting that results from thermal contraction is
sensitive to fill thickness and geometry, so the formation of sets of concentric graben,
rather than pervasive cracking, requires that the cooling volcanic unit be emplaced
approximately axisymmetrically and sufficiently rapidly to cool as a single body. If
volcanic flows on Mercury commonly involved the rapid emplacement of large volumes of highly fluid lava, thus enabling the formation of concentric graben, then by
contrast the e↵usion rates for mare basaltic lavas on the Moon must have generally
been too low for these distinctive graben patterns to develop.
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3 DETERMINING THE STRUCTURAL STABILITY OF LUNAR LAVA TUBES
3.1

Abstract
Mounting evidence from lro and grail suggests the presence of vacant lava

tubes more than a kilometer in width. These structures would be of great benefit to
future human lunar exploration, providing shelter from the harsh environment at the
surface—but could empty lava tubes of this size be stable under lunar conditions?
And what is the largest size at which such tubes could remain structurally sound? We
address these questions by creating elasto-plastic finite element models of lava tubes
and examining where there is local material failure in the tube’s roof. Our results
show that the stability of a lava tube depends on its width, roof thickness, and the
initial stress state of the rock comprising the structure. With a roof 2 m thick, lava
tubes a kilometer or more in width can remain stable, supporting inferences from

grail observations. The theoretical maximum size of a lunar lava tube depends on
a variety of factors, but given sufficient burial depth (500 m) and an initial lithostatic
stress state, our results show that lava tubes up to 5 km wide may be able to remain
structurally stable.

3.2

Introduction
Lunar lava tubes present an enticing target for future human lunar exploration. A

vacant lava tube could provide astronauts shelter against small meteorite impacts, cosmic radiation, and the extreme temperature variations at the lunar surface [Haruyama
et al., 2012; Hörz, 1985]. Because lava tubes are by their nature found in the vicinity of volcanic vents, there may also be good local availability of volatile chemical
species such as sulfur, iron, and oxygen, as well as pyroclastic debris which could be
useful as a construction material [Coombs and Hawke, 1992]. Their enclosed nature
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and limited exposure to the space environment may also make them possible storage
locations for water and other ice deposits, useful sites for studying the stratigraphy of
the lunar regolith and dust environment, and suitable sites for finding comparatively
pristine examples of mantle-derived rocks near the surface [Haruyama et al., 2012].
Locating and characterizing potential lunar lava tubes has therefore been a priority
in the lunar science community for some time.
Lava tubes form when a channelized lava flow forms a roof either through the
development of levees or the formation of a surficial crust, while the molten material underneath flows away and leaves a partially or completely vacant conduit [e.g.
Cruikshank and Wood, 1971]. Such features occur in numerous locations on Earth,
and it has long been posited that they may also exist—or have existed—on the Moon.
Through interpretation of images returned by Lunar Orbiter V, Oberbeck et al. [1969]
were among the first to suggest that sinuous rilles such as those observed in northern
Oceanus Procellarum and elsewhere may have be the collapsed remains of lava tubes
which formed during the emplacement of the maria. Numerous other studies during
the Lunar Orbiter and Apollo mission eras supported this idea, and showed examples
of similar processes occurring in Hawai’i [e.g. Cruikshank and Wood, 1971; Greeley,
1971; Oberbeck et al., 1972].
It is only recently that we have obtained direct evidence for the existence of
uncollapsed voids beneath the lunar surface. In 2009, Haruyama et al. published
their discovery of a 65-m-diameter vertical-walled hole in the Marius Hills region of
the Moon, using data from the Terrain Camera and Multi-band Imager aboard the
SElenological and ENgineering Explorer (selene) spacecraft. The following year,
two additional pits were identified in selene data, in Mare Tranquilitatis and Mare
Ingenii [Haruyama et al., 2010]. Subsequent high-resolution imagery returned by the
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (lro/lroc) [Robinson et al., 2010] was then
used not only to provide more detailed views of the pits discovered by Haruyama et al.
[2009, 2010], but also to identify 150 additional pits at the lunar surface [Robinson
et al., 2012]. Overall, these openings are found to have widths ranging from 49–106 m,
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which represents a minimum size for the underlying void. The size and shape of the
void itself cannot be determined by the use of imagery alone [Robinson et al., 2012].
Gravity data, however, is particularly suited to the identification and characterization of subsurface density variations such as vacant lava tubes. Work by Chappaz et al.
[2014a,b] and Sood et al. [2015] has shown that lava tubes, buried craters, and other
density anomalies can be located and characterized in the high-resolution datasets returned by nasa’s Gravity Recovery And Interior Laboratory (grail) mission [e.g.
Lemoine et al., 2014; Zuber et al., 2013]. Using a combination of techniques such as
gravity anomaly Eigenvalue mapping, cross-correlation between observed gravity signals and those of hypothetical features, and forward modeling of the gravity anomalies
caused by lava tubes, [Chappaz et al., 2014a,b] have found possible sublunarean extensions of surface sinuous rilles at both Vallis Schröteri and Rima Sharp. In both cases,

grail observations were found to positively correlate with a buried tube 1–2 km in
width [Chappaz et al., 2014a,b]. The depth and shape of these putative lava tubes
cannot be explicitly determined from gravity data, however, as a tube even several
hundred meters under the surface will produce a nearly identical grail-observable
gravity signature to one sitting tangentially under the surface. While a collection of
smaller lava tubes could also produce a gravity signature that would match grail
observations, the general pattern of volcanic flows on the Moon is one of low numbers
and high volumes. The interpretation favored here and in Chappaz et al. [2014a,b],
therefore, is that these gravity anomalies are each caused by a single, large vacant
lava tube buried at some non-zero distance under the surface.
The size of the lava tubes inferred by Chappaz et al. [2014a,b] is much larger than
any known terrestrial examples, which reach a maximum of ⇠30 m in width [e.g.
Greeley, 1971]. Oberbeck et al. [1969] addressed the question of how large a lava tube
could be on the Moon and remain structurally stable, and found that a lava tube with
a roof 65 m thick could remain stable at a width of . 385 m, given a lunar basalt
density of 2500 kg m 3 . They also suggest that lava tubes up to 500 m wide may
be possible under lunar conditions, a number which has been frequently cited since
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that work was published; that number, however, uses a hypothetical vesicular basalt
density of 1500 kg m 3 , well below the 3010–3270 kg m

3

density of that material

which is now known from modern re-analysis of Apollo mare samples [Kiefer et al.,
2012]. More importantly, however, the calculations of Oberbeck et al. [1969] model
the roof of the lava tube as an elastic beam, and while those same authors mention
that an arched roof would allow a larger stable tube or a thinner possible roof at a
given tube width, they do not quantify that e↵ect.
In this study, we aim to determine the maximum size at which vacant lava tubes
could remain structurally stable under lunar gravity. More specifically, we seek to
determine whether the large lava tubes inferred from analysis of grail data by
Chappaz et al. [2014a,b] are mechanically plausible, leaving aside the mechanisms for
forming tubes of that scale. Our methods incorporate numerical modeling techniques
not available to investigations of similar questions performed during the Apollo era,
as well as modern knowledge about the parameters of lunar rocks and the strength
of large rock bodies.

3.3

Modeling Techniques
We approach the question of lava tube stability through the use of finite element

models built in the Abaqus software suite (http://www.simulia.com/solutions).
Our models assume plane-strain conditions and are symmetric about the tube’s longitudinal axis for the sake of computational simplicity. All models are given a halfelliptical shape with a width to height ratio of 3 : 1, mimicking the general shape of
their terrestrial counterparts [e.g. Cruikshank and Wood, 1971]. Zero-motion boundary conditions are set at the far lateral and bottom edges of the model, which are
placed sufficiently far away (20 tube widths) so as not to influence our model results.
In every model, we ensure that there are 20 elements through the thickness of the lava
tube’s roof, and then adjust other mesh parameters to ensure suitable element aspect
ratios (< 10 : 1). Our general model setup and an example mesh are shown in Figure
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3.1. We do not model the formation of the lava tube itself, but instead investigate
the stability of the completed structure under various potential lunar conditions.
The primary variables in this study are the width of the lava tube, the thickness
of the lava tube’s roof, and the pre-existing stress state of the material. Because these
structures are buried, the roof thickness here is in one sense equivalent to the depth
to which a lava tube has been buried by one or more flows after its initial formation.
It can also be considered as the thickness of the thinnest layer within the lava tube’s
roof, however, by analogy to terrestrial caves in bedded rock which tend to collapse
when individual beds start to fail [e.g. Ford and Williams, 1994; Palmer, 2007]. We
therefore test a range of roof thickness values from 1–500 m that includes both the
range of layer thicknesses seen in the walls of lunar skylights (⇠1–12 m) [Robinson
et al., 2012] and a thickness comparable to the larger flows in Oceanus Procellarum
(⇠600 m) [Wieder et al., 2010]. Our modeled lava tube widths range from 250 m
to 10 km, representing a size slightly smaller than the maximum size calculated by
Oberbeck et al. [1969] and the approximate present-day width of the widest part of
Vallis Schröteri, respectively. With our assumed width-to-height ratio, this range
also includes lava tubes with heights similar to the ⇠100–150 m depths of observed
skylights.
We simulate lava tube formation assuming either a lithostatic or Poisson stress
state. The lithostatic stress state is one where the horizontal stresses at depth are
equal to the overburden (vertical) stress, a state which would arise if all of the materials comprising the lava tube and its surroundings were able to relax di↵erential
stresses completely after emplacement; in geotechnical engineering terms, the lithostatic state is defined as one where the coefficient of earth pressure at rest, k0 , is
equal to unity. The Poisson stress state represents the material’s direct elastic response to overburden, where lateral stresses at depth are some fraction (usually on
the order of 13 , which we assume here) of the vertical stress and are controlled by
the material’s Poisson ratio (see Table 3.1). To obtain our results for the Poisson
stress state, we simply allow the structure to self-compress under lunar gravity with
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a) model geometry
½w

h

⅓w

or

b) example finite element mesh

Figure 3.1. a) A diagram of our model configuration showing our geometric variables: the lava tube’s width, w, and the thickness of its
roof, h. The height of the lava tube is set to 13 of its total width. Our
model is symmetric about a plane bisecting the lava tube lengthwise
(dashed line), and extends infinitely into and out of the page due
to our assumption of plane-strain conditions. The right and bottom
edges of the model are 20w away from the plane of symmetry and
the surface of the model, respectively, and the bottom of the model
is fixed. The right edge of the model is either fixed or set to a given
horizontal displacement, depending on whether or not the model includes far-field tectonic strains. b) An example finite element model
mesh, shown to scale.
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zero-horizontal-motion (and free vertical motion) boundary conditions at the lateral
edges of the model. This is the only model run necessary to initiate a Poisson stress
state. In contrast, the development of an initial lithostatic stress state requires an
iterative process that balances gravity loads with applied initial stresses such that
there is no significant gravitational self-compression in regions far from the lava tube.
We accomplish this by running a version of the self-compression simulation that only
includes elastic material properties, retrieving the final vertical stresses from each
element in the model, and assigning that vertical stress value to all three Cartesian
stress components for that element in a second elastic simulation. After running this
second simulation, we typically still observe some far-field motion in the model, and
so we repeat the process until far-field displacements vary by less than 1 % between
two successive models, typically through the 3rd or 4th iteration.

Table 3.1.
Model parameters
Symbol

Description

⇢b

Density1

3100

⌫

Poisson’s ratio

0.25

Unconfined compressive strength

100

mi

Material constant2

20

gsi

Geological Strength Index2

70

Friction angle3

43

Dilation angle3

29

E

Young’s modulus3

30

GPa

c

Cohesive strength

7.2

MPa

gM oon

Lunar gravity

ci

2

Value

1.662

Units
3

kg m

MPa

ms

1

after Kiefer et al. [2012];

3

calculated using method described in Marinos and Hoek [2000].

value from Marinos and Hoek [2000];

2
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We also consider another factor that may a↵ect the stability of a lava tube:
regional-scale tectonic stresses. For the tectonic stresses, we modify our models so
that the edge farthest from the plane of symmetry is forced to move laterally during
the simulation by some assigned percentage of the total width of the model (not of
the lava tube). Edge motion towards the plane of symmetry places the model into
compression, simulating flexural compression and subsidence associated with the emplacement of the mare which may have led to the formation of features like mare
ridges. Edge motion away from the plane of symmetry places the model into extension, which might be expected if the region is undergoing flexural uplift. The tectonic
stresses are superimposed onto the gravity load.
The material comprising our model is assigned a Mohr-Coulomb plastic failure
envelope in order to simulate stresses and strains in a way which incorporates rock
failure. The parameters for the material’s plasticity are chosen to represent a slightly
fractured rock body as opposed to a pristine sample of intact rock so as to make our
results both more realistic and more conservative. We do this using the Geological
Strength Index (gsi) method of Marinos and Hoek [2000], assuming more conservative values where appropriate but otherwise using the most reasonable available
parameters for the lunar maria. We assume that the rock mass forming the lava
tube and its surroundings has an unconfined compressive strength

ci

of 100 MPa, a

material constant mi of 20, and a gsi value of 70 (corresponding to “blocky” rock
structure and zero aqueous weathering); from these, we calculate a friction angle
43 , a dilation angle

of

of 29 , a deformation modulus E of ⇠30 GPa, and a cohesive

strength c of 7.2 MPa, using the method outlined in Marinos and Hoek [2000]. In
addition, we assume a basalt density of 3100 kg m 3 , a rough median value of the
basalt densities found in a recent re-analysis of lunar samples by Kiefer et al. [2012].
All of our material parameters are summarized in Table 3.1. This is a “continuum”
approach to modeling the material, where the influence of individual fractures is ignored in favor of distributed plastic (e.g. cataclastic) deformation; this assumption
becomes less reasonable with thinner lava tube roofs, as randomly distributed un-
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modeled fractures are more likely to exist in critical areas when those areas (e.g. the
apex of the tube) represent a larger fraction of the lava tube roof. Nevertheless, in
absence of such fractures, this approximation of the material behavior is substantially
more realistic for our purposes than assuming that the rock behaves elastically.
We infer the structural stability or failure of a lava tube by calculating what
proportion of the thickness of the lava tube’s roof has exceeded the Mohr-Coulomb
failure envelope at the end of our model simulation (Fig. 3.2). The rationale for
this approach lies in the observed tendency of terrestrial caves to fail at the apex of
the roof, progressing upwards layer by layer as the cave fails further [e.g. Ford and
Williams, 1994; Palmer, 2007]; as stated previously, our roof thicknesses can thus be
thought of as representing either the thickness of the thinnest layer in the roof or the
thickness of a single but more voluminous volcanic deposit. Any amount of plastic
strain in our model output is taken to indicate complete local material failure; we are
not claiming that the rock body undergoes real plastic deformation, only that it has
ceased to behave elastically and is therefore likely to fail. If there are no plastic strains
in the lava tube’s roof, we deem the tube stable. If non-elastic deformation (either
contractional or extensional) is present in less than 50 % of the total thickness of the
lava tube’s roof, the structure is considered ‘quasi-stable’; this could represent either
the failure of several layers within the roof, or the failure of some portion of a singlelayer roof. Finally, if our model indicates plastic strains in 50 % or more of the roof’s
thickness, we conclude that that lava tube would be unstable under lunar conditions.
In the latter two cases, we do not distinguish based on the location of failure zones
at either the top or bottom of the roof, and instead examine the total thickness that
they occupy. The distinction between the latter two failure states allows some amount
of plastic deformation in the model as a whole while still allowing us to note when
individual elements fail.

Figure 3
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Figure 3.2. Our model outcome designations. We deem a tube “stable” (top) when there are no non-elastic strains in the lava tube’s roof;
“quasi-stable” when there are non-elastic strains in less than half of
the roof’s total thickness (middle); and “unstable” when non-elastic
strains are present in more than half of the roof’s thickness (bottom).
In the latter two cases, we do not distinguish based on the location of
the non-elastic strains, instead considering only their total prevalence
in the roof. Illustration roughly to scale.
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3.4

Results
We find that the maximum size of a stable or quasi-stable empty lunar lava tube

depends strongly on both the thickness of the tube’s roof and the assumed pre-existing
stress state (Fig. 3.3). Without consideration of the influence of regional tectonic
stresses, and regardless of our initial stress state assumption, our results indicate that
a lava tube buried 50 m under the lunar surface can remain fully stable at a width
of up to 3.5 km; if some portion of the roof is allowed to fail as in our “quasi-stable”
results, both pre-existing stress state cases allow a tube 5.25 km across with a roof
200 m thick. This means that regardless of the stress state assumptions or the degree
of local failure which is permitted (i.e. none in the stable results or < 50 % in the
quasi-stable case) our results support the interpretation of Chappaz et al. [2014a,b]
that grail gravity observations may represent very large vacant sublunarean lava
tubes, although the question of initially forming a lava tube of this scale is a separate
matter (see Discussion). The largest possible stable or quasi-stable lava tube changes
depending on our stress state assumption, however, as does the relationship between
lava tube roof thickness and stability. These di↵erences are discussed in more detail
below, along with the results of our models testing the influence of far-field tectonic
strains.
Assuming a lithostatic state of stress in the material, the maximum size of a
stable lava tube increases with the thickness of the roof (Fig. 3.3, top). With our
maximum tested roof thickness of 500 m, a lava tube as large as 5 km across (Fig. 3.4)
experiences no plastic strains under lunar conditions, and lava tubes up to 6.75 km
across may remain stable if they are able to survive failure occurring in a portion of
the roof’s thickness. Lava tubes 1 km wide as inferred from grail data [Chappaz
et al., 2014a,b] can remain stable given a roof at least 1 m thick, given our material
assumptions and the modeled roof shape. In all cases, a lithostatic stress state leads
to stresses in the roof of the lava tube that are compressional throughout its thickness
(e.g. Fig. 3.4, color contours) similar to the desired behavior of masonry keystone

Figure 4
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Figure 3.3. Lava tube stability results from this study for an assumed
lithostatic (top) and Poisson (bottom) state of stress in the material
comprising the lava tube and its surroundings, and for a variety of
combinations of lava tube width and roof thickness (with height fixed
at 13 of the width). A lava tube is deemed stable when there are no
plastic strains present in the roof, quasi-stable when plastic strains are
present in < 50 % of the roof’s thickness, and unstable when plastic
strains are found over 50 % of the roof’s thickness. The bold line in
(b) indicates a division between two modes of failure in the Poisson
models, with models below that line (and all models in the lithostatic
stress state case) failing in contraction, and models above that line
failing in extension due to downwards flexure of the roof. See the text
for more details. Dots or letters indicate performed simulations, blank
boxes indicate interpolated results; the letters correspond to models
shown in Figs. 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6.
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5000 m wide / 500 m roof (model A in Fig. 4)
1000 m

horizontal stress (MPa)

-24
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0

Figure 3.4. The largest lava tube found to be theoretically stable, indicated as model A in Fig. 3.3. The lava tube is 5 km wide, has a roof
500 m thick, and begins in a lithostatic stress state. Color contours
show the horizontal stress component with negative (compressional)
stresses throughout the roof of the tube.

arches, and when failure occurs it does so in absolute contraction (i.e. with negative
lateral plastic strains) progressing from the surface of the lava tube downwards.
Lava tubes beginning in a Poisson stress state can support a smaller maximum
tube size than those with an initial lithostatic stress state, and the relationship between roof thickness and tube stability is more complex (Fig. 3.3, bottom). The
largest fully stable tube in this case is found to be 3.5 km across, with a 50–100 m
thick roof (e.g. Fig. 3.5, model D); if some plastic failure is allowed, that maximum
size increases to 5.25 km with a roof thickness of 200–500 m. We also find that tubes
1 km wide or wider can remain stable even with a roof thickness of only 1 m, again
given our material and geometric assumptions. However, unlike the lithostatic stress
state, increasing roof thickness does not uniformly lead to larger possible tube sizes.
Below a certain thickness (below the bold line in Fig. 3.3), the roof is entirely in
compression (Fig. 3.5, model E), leading failure to occur in compression and at the
surface, as is the case with our lithostatic stress state models. In thicker-roofed tubes
(above the bold line in Fig. 3.3), however, the tendency of the roof to flex downwards
under its own weight, combined with the lower horizontal stresses present in this
stress state compared to the lithostatic stress state, leads to extension at the base of
the roof (Fig. 3.5, model D). As rock is much weaker in tension/extension than in
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compression, this causes local material failure at the base of the roof, similar to the
failure pattern observed in terrestrial caves in bedded deposits. The presence of this
second failure mode leads to both smaller possible lava tube sizes and the observed
nonlinear relationship between roof thickness and lava tube stability in our models
with an initial Poisson stress state.
The failure mode of a given lava tube a↵ects its ability to withstand far-field
tectonic strains (Fig. 3.6). Models that fail in compression with no imposed far-field
strains (e.g. models A, B, D, and E in Fig. 3.6) can be subjected to comparatively
large amounts of extensional strain before failing. A small amount of imposed farfield extension combined with a strongly compressional stress state in the roof due to
gravity actually serves to bring the lava tube’s roof back towards a more neutral stress
state, such that several models (B and E) showed an ability to remain stable under
more extensional strain than contractional. Models A, B, D, and E (see Fig. 3.6) also
show a rough inverse proportionality between the thickness of a lava tube’s roof and
the amount of strain that it is able to withstand before failing. Those models which
before failed via downwards flexure of the roof, however, are far more susceptible
to failing when extensional far-field strains are imposed as opposed to contractional
strains, as the addition of still more tensional stress to the system causes the lava
tube’s roof to sag even farther and quickly leads to pervasive failure at the base of
the roof (e.g. model C in Fig. 3.6).

3.5

Discussion
Our results show that lava tubes up to 5 km wide can remain stable under lunar

gravity, which is a much larger width than previously expected. Even the smaller
stable tubes in our results, such as the 1.5 km wide tube with a 5 m thick roof, which
is possible in both the lithostatic and Poisson stress state cases, are several times
larger than the 385–500 m stable size calculated by Oberbeck et al. [1969]. This is due
to the assumption in that analysis that the lava tube has a flat roof which acts as a
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200 m roof (model C in Fig. 4)
500 m

50 m roof (model D in Fig. 4)
500 m

20 m roof (model E in Fig. 4)
500 m

horizontal stress (MPa)

-20
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Figure 3.5. Models of a 3500 m wide tube with an initial Poisson
stress state, showing how varying roof thickness results in di↵erent
final stress states, failure modes, and stability outcomes. The model
with a 200 m roof (model C here and in Fig. 3.3) fails in extension
at the apex of the tube; with a 50 m roof (model D) is stable and
shows uniformly compressional horizontal stresses; and with a 20 m
roof (model E) fails in compression from the surface downwards. Color
contours show the horizontal stress in the model, with positive stress
corresponding to tension. Inset boxes show the central portion of the
roof magnified for clarity, and the vertical dashed lines represent the
plane of symmetry. Shown to scale.
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Figure 3.6. Stability of various models under imposed far-field tectonic strains; the letters correspond to models A–E in Figs. 3.3, 3.4,
and 3.5. Each box corresponds to the amount of strain shown at its
higher-magnitude side, as indicated by the triangles in the corner of
those boxes which indicate a performed simulation. Other conventions
are as in Fig. 3.3.
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beam, whereas we find that beam-like extensional stresses only occur in the thickerroofed Poisson-stress-state models (above the dashed line in Fig. 3.3b). Oberbeck
et al. [1969] hyopthesized that arched roofs would allow thinner roofs for a given size
of lava tube or a larger tube width for the same roof thickness. Our models confirm
this hypothesis by showing that with an arched roof lava tubes are more likely to fail
during contraction rather than extension, which takes advantage of the rock’s much
higher strength in compression and allows larger lava tubes to remain stable. The
fact that an arched roof can allow wider roof spans in masonry structures has been
well known since antiquity, so this general result is not in itself surprising.
What may be surprising, however, is the tremendous size of our largest stable
lava tubes, or how thin a roof is possible while still supporting lava tubes more
than a kilometer across. These structures are indeed very large—the lunar horizon
lies ⇠2.4 km away, so in many of the stable tubes modeled here one edge the lava
tube’s floor would not be visible from the opposing edge. For comparison, the largest
terrestrial lava tubes are ⇠30 m in width [e.g. Greeley, 1971], although cave or tunnel
chambers formed by other means (such as erosion by subterranean rivers) have been
found with widths of several hundred meters [e.g. Ford and Williams, 1994]. The
larger stable sizes of lava tubes on the Moon can be explained partly by the much
lower gravity (⇠

1
6

that of Earth), which leads to proportionally lower stresses in

the roof; a cavern 200 m across on Earth could potentially survive at 1200 m across
on the Moon for this reason alone. Another contributing factor to increased lava
tube stability on the Moon may be the almost total lack of aqueous erosion and the
assumed “blocky” texture of lunar rocks (i.e. having widely-spaced fractures), which
may lead to lunar basalts with much higher cohesion and friction angles than those
of their terrestrial counterparts [after Marinos and Hoek, 2000]. In thinner roofs it
is also more likely that our continuum assumption is a poor one due to pre-existing
fractures in the lava tube’s roof. Altering our material parameters to more Earthlike values or changing our continuum approach would reduce our resulting lava tube
sizes, bringing them closer to the results expected from pure gravitational scaling.
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Our results raise the question of whether lava tubes larger than a kilometer across
are likely to form under lunar conditions. In this work, we do not directly address
this problem, and instead investigate the stability of lava tubes which we take to have
already formed. However, although the mechanics of lava tube formation on the Moon
are poorly understood, there are several lines of evidence suggesting that tubes several
kilometers across may be able to form under lunar conditions. The first of these is the
very large mass deficits observable in grail gravity data, which indicate some sort
of void under the lunar surface—although not necessarily lava tubes—on the order
of one kilometer across [Chappaz et al., 2014a,b]. The size of lunar sinuous rilles is
also illustrative: Rima Sharp is ⇠840 m wide on average, Vallis Schröteri ⇠4.3 km,
and there are numerous other rilles with widths over 1 km [e.g. Garry and Bleacher,
2011; Hurwitz et al., 2013]. It is possible that among features this size, those with
thinner roofs collapsed to form the observed open channels, and others with thicker
roofs were stable enough to persist as sublunarean lava tubes. Even the global median
sinuous rille width, 480 m [Hurwitz et al., 2013], is an order of magnitude larger than
known terrestrial examples, well above gravitational scaling. This disproportionately
larger size of lunar sinuous rilles clearly indicates a di↵erent volcanic environment
on the two bodies, caused by some combination of factors like crustal stress states,
material di↵erences, lava production, or cooling rates. Factors such as the lower
viscosity and higher density of lunar lavas, the higher eruption rates inferred at the
Moon from observed sinuous rilles, or the absence of convective or advective cooling
may also allow the formation of much larger lava tubes on the Moon than on Earth
[Cruikshank and Wood, 1971] by enabling more voluminous flows, more cohesive roofs,
or thicker chilled lava flow margins, respectively. It is worth noting, however, that
air-cooled lava tubes cool more slowly than might be expected due to the insulating
e↵ect of gases [Sakimoto and Zuber, 1998], so a radiation-only environment inside a
lava tube may not cool at a meaningfully di↵erent rate; this question requires further
investigation.
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Lava tubes ⇠100–150 m tall (300–450 m wide) that could potentially underlie observed skylights are found to be stable in our calculations even with the very thin
(⇠1 m) roof layer thicknesses observed in the skylights. With both the lithostatic
and Poisson initial stress states, there are also models several times larger that we
find to be stable, so we might not expect structures of these proportions to be particularly “close” to failure; in other words, changes of a factor of two or more in roof
thickness or tube width would not a↵ect their stability. This may indicate that, if
the skylights are in fact openings into lava tubes, they represent some sort of local
failure of otherwise stable structures and not gravitational collapse of fundamentally
unstable structures. Meteorite impacts, local concentration of pre-existing fractures,
changes in roof thickness, or local material di↵erences could all lead to the formation
of skylight-like collapses. Di↵erent mechanisms for the formation of the lunar skylights may also be distinguishable by the observed shape of the hole, with irregularly
shaped holes representing structural failure instead of an impact origin [e.g. Martellato et al., 2013]. It is worth noting, however, that a skylight could easily form due
to a combination of factors, with a nearby meteorite impact triggering the collapse
of an already anomalously weak part of the tube or a small impact creating a weak
area which later fails for some other reason. The relative influence of these processes
likely varies between individual skylights.
Regional tectonics may also play a role in the location of stable lava tubes. Our
results show that lava tubes near the maximum stable size are able to withstand farfield strains between

0.2 % and +0.08 %, depending on the initial stress state, lava

tube size, and roof thickness (see Fig. 3.6). The presence of any nearby tectonic features (e.g. mare ridges, graben) should thus be carefully considered when attempting
to locate or characterize potential lava tubes, as large amounts of regional strain will
lead to a local maximum lava tube size and/or minimum roof thickness which are
more conservative than they would be in less tectonically active regions.
Due to their higher gravity, we would expect that identically-constructed lava
tubes on either Mars or Mercury (both with surface gravity of ⇠3.7 N kg 1 ) may be
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able to remain stable at sizes ⇠44 % as large as presented here (. 2.2 km wide), or
for terrestrial lava tubes to be able to remain stable when they are ⇠16 % as large
(. 800 m wide). These numbers would be further reduced by weakening the material
comprising the tube either by aqueous weathering or the more rapid advective cooling
possible in the Martian or terrestrial atmospheres. It is important to note, however,
that these are theoretical maxima; no lava tubes this large are found on Earth, and
so it is entirely possible that lava tubes do not exist at these maximum sizes on the
Moon, Mars, or Mercury. The maximum size of extant (as opposed to structurally
possible) lava tubes may be controlled more by the properties of the source of the
tube-forming lava flow than by the stability of the formed lava tube.

3.6

Conclusions
We use finite element models to test the stability of lava tubes of various sizes

and burial depths under a variety of stress conditions. By calculating plastic yield
in the lava tubes’ roofs, we conclude that large (kilometer-scale) vacant sublunarean
lava tubes may be able to remain stable with roofs only ⇠2 m thick. Our results
that lava tubes may be able to remain stable at widths up to ⇠5 km, given that
they formed in sufficiently voluminous lava flows such that they possess both thick
(500 m) roofs and a near-lithostatic initial stress state. These results indicate that
the interpretation of Chappaz et al. [2014a,b], that grail data suggests the presence
of several-kilometer-wide lava tubes, is within the realm of mechanical plausibility.
The primary factor which allows large lava tubes to remain stable is the arching
of the roof, which leads to a compressional stress state throughout the roof under
gravitational loading. This result, when scaled for gravity, leads to lava tube sizes on
Earth much larger than known examples. The size of the largest extant vacant lava
tube on a given body may thus be limited not by stability issues, but by the manner
and scale of their formation or by erosional processes that decrease the durability of
larger tubes. Therefore, while both this study and gravitational evidence from grail
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[Chappaz et al., 2014a,b] support the possibility that lava tubes several kilometers
across may exist under the lunar surface, further proof of their existence gathered by
methods such as ground-penetrating RADAR [e.g Urbancic et al., 2015] or seismic
studies will be needed before their existence can be confirmed.
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4 THE GEOPHYSICAL HISTORY OF ORIENTALE BASIN
4.1

Abstract
The lunar Orientale Basin is host to large positive and negative free-air and

Bouguer gravity anomalies, as well as complex topography associated with its large
size and multiple ring faults. With a diameter of ⇠900 km (to the Montes Cordillera),
it is also one of the largest basins on the Moon, and large enough that it is an open
question whether the curvature of the lunar surface plays a substantial role in its
evolution. Here, we numerically model the entire history of Orientale Basin in order
to better understand modern observations of its gravitational anomalies and topography, and calculations of its crustal thickness profile. We do this via a combination
of modeling techniques: a hydrocode calculation of the initial basin-forming impact
and the gross motion of the basin over the next several hours, followed by a finite
element model which simulates the basin’s cooling and viscoelastic relaxation over
subsequent geologic time. We show that the modern state of Orientale Basin formed
via a combination of syn- and post-impact processes, allowing us to place constraints
on both the lunar environment at the time of impact more than 3.5 Ga ago and the
properties of the lunar crust and mantle during the basin’s evolution. Our results
indicate that Orientale Basin was likely formed by an impactor ⇠60–65 km in diameter at a time when the near-surface thermal gradient of the Moon was ⇠30 K km

1

;

that the viscosity of the Moon must have a minimum between 1022 and 1024 Pa s for
the basin to both evolve properly and be fully relaxed at present; and that the curvature of the lunar surface influences how the basin evolves and necessitates that the
e↵ective lithosphere under the basin center be ⇠10 km thicker than the basin-exterior
lithosphere. This thickened lithosphere may be the result of either a suppressed local
steady-state thermal gradient or di↵erences in the temperature dependence of the
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viscosity of the heated portions of the mantle as compared to that of undisturbed
lunar mantle.

4.2

Introduction
Gravity anomalies on the Moon were first noted during the processing of data from

nasa’s Lunar Orbiter program [Muller and Sjogren, 1968], as part of the attempt
to characterize the unusually “rough” lunar gravity field and mitigate perturbations
to the orbits of Apollo spacecraft. It was at this time that the large free-air gravity
anomalies over the nearside mare basins were discovered and given the name “mascon” (for “mass concentration”) [Muller and Sjogren, 1968]. Later studies based on
Clementine data [e.g. Neumann et al., 1996; Wieczorek and Phillips, 1999] showed
that these anomalies exist in both the free-air and Bouguer anomalies of large basins,
and found that the positive gravitational anomaly over the mare basins is in excess
of that caused by the higher density of the mare fill. This excess anomaly was attributed to thinning of the crust within the basins that brings higher density material
closer to the surface. When the Japanese SELenological and ENgineering Explorer
(selene/Kaguya) mission first provided detailed information about lunar farside
gravity, Namiki et al. [2009] showed that even completely unfilled lunar basins possess a positive free-air gravity anomaly, further supporting the idea that these features
originate in density variations at depth and similarly attributing it to relief on the
crust-mantle boundary. That study also confirmed a conclusion made by Neumann
et al. [1996] that many lunar basins, but more noticeably those on the far side, display
a gravity pattern with a central mascon surrounded by an annulus of negative gravity
anomaly (here referred to as a “masdef” for brevity, analogously to “mascon”) and
a distal annular mascon; this same pattern was confirmed to represent a recurring
“bulls-eye” shape by Freed et al. [2014]. Most recently, high-precision measurements
of the lunar gravity field taken by nasa’s dual Gravity Reconnaissance And Interior
Laboratory (grail) spacecraft [e.g. Zuber et al., 2013] combined with topography
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data from the Lunar Orbital Laser Altimeter instrument aboard the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (lro/lola) [e.g. Smith et al., 2010] have clarified these observations,
and have enabled the construction of very high resolution maps of lunar free-air and
Bouguer gravity anomalies [Zuber et al., 2013] as well as a better understanding of
spatial variations in crustal thickness [Wieczorek et al., 2013].
Despite all of the evidence for their existence, the origin of lunar subterranean
crustal thickness variations remained an open question in planetary geophysics for
nearly 40 years. Several recent studies of the ⇠400 km diameter Humorum and
Freundlich-Sharonov basins, however, provide clearer insight into the formation of
these variations [Freed et al., 2014; Melosh et al., 2013]. The models presented in
those studies show that the crust is ejected from the basin during the formation of
the transient crater, but that crustal material from farther out in the basin works
its way back over the basin center during crater modification, creating the observed
region of thinner crust within several hours of the initial impact. Some of the ejected
crustal material lands on in-place crust near the rim of the basin, creating a “collar”
of thickened crust that correlates with the position of the observed masdef. While
these two processes explain much of the variation in crustal thickness, they do not
in themselves produce the observed gravitational or topographic signatures. This
requires further modification wherein the inner basin (the region of thinned crust)
is brought to a superisostatic position via mechanical coupling to the crustal collar,
which undergoes isostatic uplift accommodated by mantle relaxation over subsequent
geologic time [Freed et al., 2014].
Orientale Basin, located on the eastern limb of the Moon (centered at ⇠ 19 240 S,

266 00 E), di↵ers from the Humorum and Freundlich-Sharonov basins studied in Melosh
et al. [2013] and Freed et al. [2014] in several important ways. First, it is substantially
larger, with an average annular masdef diameter D of ⇠600 km (see Fig. 4.1), 50 %
larger than the previously studied basins of D ⇠ 400 km. This not only means that
it was formed by a more energetic impactor, but also that it subtends ⇠32 of arc
on the Moon, and thus the structural e↵ects of curvature [c.f. Freed et al., 2001] may
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have played a meaningful role in its evolution; for comparison, the curvature within
Orientale Basin is similar to that of Australia, which subtends ⇠37 of longitude. Orientale Basin also possesses an amount of mare fill intermediate between that of the
bare Freundlich-Sharonov and mare-flooded Humorum basins, with a central mare
unit ⇠250 km in diameter and an estimated ⇠200 m thick on average at its center
[Whitten et al., 2011]. Finally, there are several major ring fault systems in Orientale
that complicate interpretation of its geophysical history [e.g. Head, 1974].
There have been a great number of studies into the history and formation of
Orientale Basin, but none has provided a comprehensive and self-consistent impactto-present-day analysis. Prior work has focused on reconstructing the modern crustal
structure beneath the basin [e.g. Neumann et al., 1996; Wieczorek and Phillips, 1999]
or the parameters and environment of the basin-forming impact [e.g. Potter et al.,
2013] without examining the ways in which the basin was modified by long-term
geophysical processes that occur after crater collapse. In addition, findings from the

grail mission such as the revision of the values for average lunar crustal density
and thickness [Wieczorek et al., 2013] and higher-resolution gravity data [Zuber et al.,
2013] provide new constraints on models of the basin’s formation that were unavailable
to previous studies.
Here we model the history of Orientale Basin from the moment of impact through
long-term geophysical evolution using a combination of modeling techniques: a hydrocode calculation of the initial basin-forming impact and the collapse of the crater
over the course of several hours, and a finite-element analysis of the basin’s cooling
and viscoelastic relaxation over subsequent geologic time. We show that a single
set of self-consistent models can explain the modern free-air and Bouguer gravity
anomalies, topography, and crustal thickness at Orientale Basin while also providing
constraints on the dynamics of the impactor, the lunar geophysical environment at
the time of impact ⇠3.68 Ga ago [Whitten et al., 2011], and the thermal and rheologic
properties of the mantle during the basin’s long-term modification. These calculations confirm that the processes that generated the modern-day observations at the
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Figure 4.1. Modern-day observations of the (a) free-air gravity
anomaly, (b) Bouguer gravity anomaly, and (c) topographic relief (not
absolute topography) of Orientale Basin, as well as a calculation of
crustal thickness made using grail data [Wieczorek et al., 2013].
The gravity data are from spherical harmonic expansions of grail
data to degree and order 420 [Zuber et al., 2013]. Topographic relief
is from 16 pixel/degree maps of lro/lola data [Neumann, 2010],
adjusted such that the absolute topography is at 0 km at a distance of
800 km from the basin center. To the right of each map-view image of
Orientale basin is the same data presented in profile view, where each
data point is an average of points at a given distance from the basin
center, with vertical grey bars representing real azimuthal variation;
see text (Section 4.3) for details. The positions of the Inner Montes
Rook (I.M.R.), Outer Montes Rook (O.M.R.), and Montes Cordillera
(M.C.) are marked with vertical lines.
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Humorum and Freundlich-Sharonov Basins [Freed et al., 2014; Melosh et al., 2013]
are indeed applicable to larger basins. The addition of surface curvature, however,
not only necessitates new techniques in the numerical simulations used in this study,
but also influences the development of Orientale Basin in every stage of its evolution.

4.3

Observational constraints
We use four modern datasets to provide observational constraints at Orientale

Basin: the free-air gravity anomaly field, Bouguer gravity anomaly field, topographic
relief, and crustal structure (Fig. 4.1). The free-air and Bouguer gravity datasets
used in this study are derived from a spherical harmonic expansion of grail data to
degree and order 420 [Zuber et al., 2013]. Topographic data are from 16 pixel/degree
laser altimetry maps from lro/lola [Neumann, 2010]. The crustal thickness values
that we use are from a model of Wieczorek et al. [2013] that assumes an average global
crustal thickness of 35 km.
In order to facilitate comparison with axisymmetric models, we perform an azimuthal averaging of each of the above datasets (Fig. 4.1, profile-view plots). We
use the Generic Mapping Tools (available at gmt.soest.hawaii.edu) to create small
circles about the center of Orientale Basin (which we experimentally determine to be
at 19 240 S, 266 00 E based on the fit of these small circles to mapped gravity anomaly
data) at 5 km radial increments. We then sample 360 points around each of these
small circles, and calculate the mean and standard deviation of the sampled values;
note that the latter here represents real azimuthal variation around the basin and not
error in the individual values. For the topography dataset, we also adjust all values
such that the absolute elevation 800 km from the basin center is 0 km, to account
for the fact that our models start with a uniform sphere with no regional elevation
variation.
The free-air (Fig. 4.1a) and Bouguer (Fig. 4.1b) gravity anomalies show a bull’seye pattern like that of many other lunar mascon basins, though the annular masdef
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at Orientale is more prominent in the free-air gravity anomaly. The magnitude of the
mean free-air gravity anomaly ranges from 245 mGal (where 1 mGal = 10
at the basin center to

5

m s 2)

254 mGal at a radius r of 285 km, and back up to 138 mGal

at a r = 525 km. Bouguer gravity anomaly values are 608 mGal at the basin center,
190 mGal at r = 275 km, and slightly positive (between 0 and 30 mGal) at r >
490 km.
The vertical lines in Figure 4.1 mark the approximate average positions of the
major ring faults present in Orientale Basin: the Inner Montes Rook (I.M.R.) at a
radius r ⇠ 240 km, Outer Montes Rook (O.M.R.) at r ⇠ 310 km, and the Montes
Cordillera (M.C.) at r ⇠ 450 km [Head, 1974]. Neither the hydrocode nor the finite
element models used in this study simulate fault initiation, so we expect there to be
some misfit in these areas, particularly with regards to topography.
Orientale Basin is also host to Mare Orientale, a region of volcanic infill ⇠240 km
in diameter thought to post-date the formation of Orientale Basin by ⇠60–100 Ma
[e.g. Whitten et al., 2011]. Work by Freed et al. [2014] has shown that the addition of
2.4 km of basaltic infill to the Humorum Basin adds ⇠250 mGal to the central free-air
gravity anomaly and forces the original crustal surface ⇠400 m downwards, resulting
in a net basin depth ⇠2 km shallower than it was prior to mare emplacement. Mare
Orientale is much shallower than Mare Humorum, however, with an average thickness
of only ⇠200 m as determined from data returned by the Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft
[Whitten et al., 2011], and so it is expected to have a substantially smaller e↵ect on
the final topography and gravity anomaly signature of the basin.

4.4

Modeling approach
We approach the modeling of Orientale with a multi-stage numerical method

capable of simulating the development of the basin from the moment of the initial
asteroid impact through long-term geophysical evolution. This method is based on
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that used in Melosh et al. [2013] and Freed et al. [2014], with the addition of new
techniques developed to allow us to account for the curvature of the lunar surface.
Our procedure consists of two main phases. First, we employ a hydrocode capable
of simulating the high pressures and temperatures involved in the initial impact,
excavation, and collapse of the transient crater of Orientale Basin over the first several
hours. Second, we use the final state of this model as the input for a separate finiteelement model (fem) that simulates the subsequent ⇠3 Ga of geophysical evolution,
including changes to the density and viscosity structure due to cooling, and isostatic
adjustment of the basin driven by the relaxation of pressure gradients in the lunar
mantle. At the end of this sequence we calculate the free-air and Bouguer gravity
anomalies and the topographic relief in order to compare our results to modernday observations; we also compare the crustal thickness structure assumed in our
models with that inferred from grail data. The hydrocode modeling, finite element
modeling, and gravity anomaly calculation procedures are each described in more
detail below.

4.4.1

Hydrocode modeling

The first step in our analysis is simulating the impact that formed Orientale Basin
and the period of several hours after the impact during which the basin is undergoing
gross motion. We do this using the isale hydrocode solution algorithm [Wünnemann
et al., 2006], an evolution of the earlier sale hydrocode [Amsden et al., 1980] which
has been altered to include elasto-plastic constitutive models, fragmentation models,
and the ability to use multiple materials [Ivanov et al., 1997; Melosh et al., 1992]
as well as a modified strength model [Collins et al., 2004] and porosity compaction
[Collins et al., 2011; Wünnemann et al., 2006]. isale is commonly used in this type of
analysis where shock pressures, high temperatures, and large amounts of deformation
are involved, and has been used in prior studies of the formation of mascon basins
[e.g. Freed et al., 2014; Melosh et al., 2013] and even of Orientale Basin itself [Potter
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et al., 2013]. The aim of this modeling is to create a basin matching the overall size
of Orientale Basin and with a crustal structure similar to that inferred from grail
observations [Wieczorek et al., 2013], as neither of these attributes are found to vary
substantially after the initial collapse of a large lunar basin [e.g. Freed et al., 2014].
The topography and gravity signatures will generally not match observations at this
point, as the morphology of an impact basin undergoes substantial changes during
its cooling and isostatic relaxation.
We carry out hydrocode simulations of impacts into both flat targets and those
with a curvature matching that of the moon (Rcurvature = 1740 km), in order to investigate the di↵erences between these two scenarios. In both cases, our models are
axisymmetric about the point of impact, extend all the way to the antipode of the
impact, and have a resolution of 1.5 km cell

1

near the point of impact. The target

material is assumed to be composed of a gabbroic crust and dunitic mantle, and the
impactor is assumed to be composed of dunite as well. All materials are assigned
temperature- and pressure-dependent densities following ANEOS equations of state
for dunite [Benz et al., 1989] or granite [Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000]. The pre-impact
crustal thickness is taken to be 45 km in curved models and 40 km in flat models, after
Wieczorek et al. [2013]; in reality, the crustal thickness around Orientale Basin varies
by more than 5 km between di↵erent bearings, so both values are well within the
range of azimuthal average of the crustal structure (see Fig. 4.1d). Our hydrocode
model parameters are summarized in Table 4.1.
The primary variables in our hydrocode analysis are the energy of the impactor
and the thermal profile of the Moon. To alter the kinetic energy of the impact, we
change the size of the impactor while holding impact velocity at a constant 15 km s

1

characteristic of the median lunar impact velocity [Ito and Malhotra, 2006; Le Feuvre
and Wieczorek, 2008, 2011]. As the lunar thermal gradient at the time when Orientale Basin was formed is largely unknown but inferred to be hotter than present,
we test several di↵erent thermal profiles in the lunar near-surface, with each profile
beginning at a surface temperature of 300 K and becoming adiabatic at some depth
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at a temperature of 1300 K (Fig. 4.2). The thermal profile has a significant influence
on the strength of the crust and mantle, and therefore the size of the resulting basin.
It is also important in the latter phase of our analysis (see Section 4.5.2) as a means
of controlling the thickness of the lunar lithosphere.

4.4.2

Finite element modeling

Following the hydrocode modeling portion of the analysis, we then create thermoviscoelastic fems of the Orientale Basin using the Abaqus software suite (www.
simulia.com/solutions). We base the geometry of the fem on the final state

Table 4.1.
Hyrdocode model parameters
Description

Value (crust)

Value (mantle)

granite

dunite

1513

1373

1.2

1.1

Simon A parameter

1840

1520

Frictional coefficient (damaged)

0.71

0.63

Frictional coefficient (undamaged)

1.1

1.58

ANEOS equation of state
Melting temperature
Thermal softening parameter

Cohesion (damaged)

0.01

Units

K

MPa

MPa

Cohesion (undamaged)

31.9

5.07

MPa

Strength at infinite pressure

2.49

3.26

GPa

Poisson’s ratio

0.25

Radius of Moon

1740

Impact velocity

15

km s

Surface gravitational acceleration

1.62

ms

Size of high-resolution cell

1.5

km

km

1
2

Figure ?
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Figure 4.2. The di↵erent subsurface lunar thermal profiles considered
in this study. Each profile has temperatures starting at 300 K at the
surface, and then increasing with depth linearly (at 20 or 30 K km 1 )
before becoming adiabatic at 1300 K at some depth.
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depth = 0 km

100 km

Figure 4.3. Sample finite element mesh used in this study. Colors
indicate material assignment: browns and oranges are crustal material, blues and greens are comparatively undisturbed mantle, reds
and pinks are mantle melted by the impact, and purples are material
heated substantially by the impact but not melted. The thin grey line
shows a depth of 0 km across the model.

of the hydrocode model, including the surface topography, crust/mantle boundary
depth and shape, and the extent of the melt pool and heated regions beneath the
center of the basin; we accomplish this both by structuring divisions in the mesh to
match the hydrocode results and by assigning di↵erent material properties and initial
thermal conditions to di↵erent areas of the mesh (Fig. 4.3). Di↵erent models are thus
built to coincide with di↵erent hydrocode model results. Element sizes vary across
the mesh, but are typically ⇠1–2 km in areas that contain disturbed crustal geometry
or elevated mantle temperatures. As with the hydrocode modeling, we carry out our

fems in axial symmetry and test both flat-Moon and curved-Moon cases, denoted
by (x,y,z) and (R,✓, ) coordinate systems, respectively. Our models share a number
of parameters, including lunar gravity, pre-impact crustal thickness, and the mean
density of the lunar crust and undisturbed mantle; the full list is given in Table 4.2.
Our model is configured with a fixed boundary condition at the bottom edge and a
horizontally fixed (x-fixed in flat models, ✓-fixed in curved models) boundary condition on the axis of symmetry and the distal edge. After initially building a model to
match a given hydrocode result, we then carry out the rest of the fem analysis over
the course of five di↵erent stages, as discussed below.
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Table 4.2.
Finite element model parameters
Symbol

Description

Value

⇢c,mean

Mean density of lunar crust

hcrust

Thickness of undisturbed / far-field crust

45

km

T0

Thermal boundary condition, surface

300

K

T500

Thermal boundary condition, 500 km depth

1330

K

Tbase

Thermal boundary condition, base of model

1400

K

gMoon

Lunar gravity

1.662

ms

RMoon

Radius of lunar curvature (curved models only)

1740

2550

Units
kg m

3

2

km

Our initial two fem stages are used to calculate the thermal history of the basin.
The first of these sets up the steady-state thermal profile of the model, which is
done by enforcing thermal boundary conditions at the surface and base of the model
and at a depth of 500 km, and by specifying several layers of heat production such
that the thermal profile of the fem matches that of the hydrocode (i.e. those in
Fig. 4.2). In the second phase, we introduce the post-impact thermal structure
(determined by the hydrocode) as an initial condition and allow the basin to cool
conductively until the steady-state thermal structure from the first phase of fem
modeling is reached. This represents the thermal evolution of the basin that we will
use to guide the simulation of mantle relaxation. Our decision not to couple the
thermal and mechanical simulations greatly reduces model run times, and testing of
coupled models shows that this change does not significantly influence our results
since very little advection occurs during relaxation.
Using the depth and calculated thermal path of the crust and mantle, we simulate
the evolution of densities in a phase-sensitive manner [as described in Freed et al.,
2014; Melosh et al., 2013, see supporting online material] as the region cools. A key
assumption of this calculation is that the pool of melted rock under Orientale Basin
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represents a mixture of materials that approximate the bulk silicate composition of the
Moon as described in Taylor [1982]. Using this silicate density, we then estimate the
density of the melt units from the partial molar properties of the oxide components.
This density evolution is used in all of the mechanical fem simulations detailed in
the remainder of this section.
The third fem stage calculates the lithostatic stress state of each element which
is needed as an initial condition for the mechanical simulations in order to counter
gravitational forces and prevent the model from self-compressing when gravity is
applied. Due to the complex geometry of our model, we do this in an iterative fashion
instead of attempting to calculate the overburden directly. First, we allow the model
to self-compress in a short, elastic run so as to obtain the vertical component of the
stress tensor (

yy

or

RR )

for every element in the model. This is then used as the

initial value of all three axial stress components (

xx

=

yy

=

zz

or

RR

=

✓✓

=

)

in a new copy of that same original model, which is run in a similar manner. The
vertical stresses from this second model are then used to provide initial conditions for
the third, and so on until a model is reached which has all displacement magnitudes
within ⇠2 % of the previous model; for a typical curved model, this is after the 8th
to 10th iteration.
When developing flat models, we use Abaqus’ built-in gravity load type. Abaqus
is currently unable to generate a gravity load based on a spherical coordinate system
as required for a curved model, which has led us to develop an Abaqus subroutine
that applies separate vertical and horizontal Cartesian body forces to each element
in order to simulate spherically applied forces. This routine works by finding an
element’s centroid position, calculating the angle between that element, the center
of the Moon, and the axis of symmetry, and then calculating each Cartesian gravity
component via a sine or cosine function as required. We have verified that this
technique matches analytic solutions for self-compression of a sphere to within 0.3 %.
This methodology has one limitation—it is unable to cope with changes in material
density over the course of a simulation. This is because we must use the single
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available input parameter for the subroutine to inform the code of the material’s
density, as there is no ability to input a per-element mass (Abaqus calculates the
latter internally from known volume and density). Because only a small portion of
our simulation time occurs prior to the basin’s cooling and contraction (⇠1012 s out of
a 1017 s simulation, or 0.001 %), and because the gravity loads are most important in
the latter part of the model run while the basin is undergoing viscoelastic relaxation,
we have chosen to use the material’s final density as the basis for our gravity load
definition.
In our fourth fem stage, we build a model to represent the lunar geoid necessary for the gravity anomaly calculations. This model is assigned material definitions
consistent with an undisturbed Moon, and built to have no topography at both the
surface and at the crust-mantle boundary. This geoid model enables us to calculate
gravity anomalies by subtracting the total gravity of this model from that of our
impact models. In addition, we use this geoid model to calculate pressure changes
induced by the impact that drive post-impact relaxation processes. Since we calculate these gravity anomalies and pressure changes on an element-by-element basis,
the geoid model is remade to match the fem mesh of each candidate initial basin
geometry.
Our fifth and final fem stage is the full thermo-viscoelastic simulation of the
basin’s post-impact history. In this model, we use the evolution of the thermal structure as defined by earlier models to calculate the ways in which density and viscosity
change under Orientale Basin over geologic time. For the density evolution, we use
each material’s initial and final temperature and the associated calculated densities to
assign it a coefficient of thermal expansion such that its density evolves appropriately
over the course of the run. The viscosity structure is assumed to be Newtonian, but
temperature dependent such that lower temperatures correspond to higher viscosities.
We considered several possible simplified relationships between viscosity and temperature (Fig. 4.4), all of which follow the same basic pattern of having a very high
(e↵ectively elastic) viscosity below some temperature threshold and a much lower vis-
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Figure 4.4. The various simplified rheologies considered in this study.

cosity below another, higher temperature, with the two separated by a linear ‘transition zone’. While it is numerically difficult to simulate an initially very weak melt
pool, Freed et al. [2014] showed that the melt pool need only be an order of magnitude
weaker than the surrounding region in order for further weakening to not influence
model results. We satisfy this criterion by using a melt pool with an initial viscosity
of 1022 –1024 Pa s, depending on the model.

4.4.3

Gravity calculation procedure

We calculate the free-air and Bouguer gravity anomalies over our finite element
models using a technique similar to, but expanded from, that of Melosh et al. [2013,
supplementary materials]. Our method is based on the summation of the gravitational
influence of every element in the model at a series of points representing the path of
a mathematical ‘spacecraft’ at a distance of 10 km above the surface of the Moon.
As all of our models are axially symmetric, each element in the model represents the
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cross-section of a ring whose central axis corresponds to the model’s axis of symmetry.
In our flat models, the central axis of each ring is perpendicular to the surface and so
represents the local vertical direction, allowing us to use the same method as in Melosh
et al. [2013]. In curved models, however, the local vertical direction lies on an axis
pointing towards the center of the Moon, requiring new techniques; see Appendix A
for our full derivation.
The above technique gives us the total gravitational acceleration field over our
model. To arrive at the free-air gravity field, we then compare these accelerations
over the modeled Orientale Basin to those present over the corresponding geoid model.
Our Bouguer anomaly field is calculated in a similar manner, except that prior to
calculating the acceleration over our Orientale Basin model, we remove all surface
topography by assigning a crust-like density (2550 kg m 3 ) to vacant areas below the
datum (y = 0 km or R = 1740 km) and a density of zero to all elements above the
datum.

4.5

Results
We find that the modern-day topography, free-air gravity anomaly, and Bouguer

gravity anomaly of Orientale Basin are best explained (Fig. 4.5) by the basin being the
product of an impactor ⇠60–65 km in diameter striking the Moon with a 30 K km

1

near-surface thermal gradient (see Fig. 4.2), a rheology model consistent with a
viscosity that decreases from a maximum of 1030 Pa s at 700 K to a minimum of
1024 Pa s at 800 K (model A in Fig. 4.4), and a basin model incorporating the e↵ects
of lunar curvature. In the case where we assume a flat geometry in both the hydrocode
and finite element models, a reasonably good fit to observations can still be found, but
a basin of the inferred size is instead the result of an impactor ⇠65–70 km in diameter
(see discussion of hydrocode results, below). There are additional di↵erences between
the flat- and curved-Moon scenarios in terms of the implied lithospheric thickness;
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we discuss these di↵erences, along with more detail on both our hydrocode and finite
element model results, in the following subsections.

4.5.1

Hydrocode results

Our hydrocode models show that the modern state of Orientale Basin cannot be
explained solely by processes that occur during or immediately following the basinforming impact (Fig. 4.5, blue lines). While the crustal structure is in place within
several hours of the initial impact (Fig. 4.5d), the basin is overall much too deep
(Fig. 4.5c), and the free-air (Fig. 4.5a) and Bouguer (Fig. 4.5b) gravity anomalies
significantly underpredict modern-day observations. The conclusion that the process
of crater excavation and collapse in and of itself is insufficient to explain the current morphology of Orientale basin agrees with similar studies of the Humorum and
Freundlich-Sharonov basins by Melosh et al. [2013] and Freed et al. [2014].
The crustal structure of Orientale Basins forms in several stages; these are shown
for a flat model with a 60 km impactor and 30 K km

1

near-surface thermal gradient

in Figure 4.6. First, as the transient cavity opens up, crust is ejected from the basin
center and emplaced onto comparatively intact crust outside of the transient crater,
forming the thickened “collar” of crust around the basin (within the first ⇠1000 s).
The hotter parts of the crust then flow back over the basin center, re-covering the melt
pool over the next several hours. The specifics of the final crustal thickness profile are
determined in part by the pre-impact thermal gradient, with higher thermal gradients
leading to more crustal material flowing towards the basin center and away from the
crustal collar, thinning the latter in the process (Fig. 4.7). For the best-fitting curved
model, a hot thermal gradient (30 K km 1 ) leads to crustal thicknesses of ⇠20 km at
the basin center and ⇠60 km at the crustal collar (Fig. 4.7c), in agreement with
crustal thicknesses inferred from grail data [Wieczorek et al., 2013].

The overall size and crustal structure of Orientale Basin is primarily determined by
the size of the impactor, with curvature playing a smaller but still significant role. All
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Figure 4.5. Best-fit model results for Orientale Basin, showing (a)
free-air gravity anomaly, (b) Bouguer gravity anomaly, (c) topographic relief, and (d) crustal thickness. Blue lines indicate the results
from after crater collapse (the start of our fem simulation), red lines
indicate the basin’s state after cooling & viscoelastic relaxation (the
end of our fem simulation), and vertical grey bars indicate modernday observations of Orientale Basin; see Section 4.3 of the text. The
vertical lines mark the positions of the major ring faults in Orientale;
see caption of Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.6. Hydrocode results at di↵erent points in time for a single run. In this case, the model was of an impactor 60 km in diameter striking a flat Moon with a near-surface thermal gradient of
30 K km 1 . The moment of impact is time 0 s; the transient cavity reaches its maximum size around 100 s; between 100 and 1000 s,
ejecta is emplaced onto the crust outside of the nascent basin, creating the crustal “collar”; following this, and for the next several hours,
the hottest regions of the inner crust of the basin work their way back
over the center, creating a crustal “cap”. Images show temperatures
in the model, and the time steps depicted in the individual frames are
also given in hours and minutes for convenience.
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Figure 4.7. Hydrocode model results for a 60 km impactor striking a
curved Moon with a near-surface thermal gradient of (top) 15 K km 1 ,
(middle) 20 K km 1 , and (bottom) 30 K km 1 . As the thermal gradient increases, more crustal material is able to flow back towards the
basin center during the crater collapse phase, leading to a thicker
crustal “cap” over the center of Orientale Basin. This same e↵ect
also leads to a decrease in the thickness of the region of thickened
crust ⇠200–400 km from the basin center (the crustal “collar”).
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other parameters being the same, the depth and diameter of the basin resulting from
a given impactor diameter is found to be consistently larger in curved models than
in those which ignore curvature (Fig. 4.8). For example, a 60 km impactor striking
a curved Moon with a 30 K km

1

thermal gradient produces a crater with a ⇠1200–

1250 km diameter (to the rough midpoint of its outermost rim), while the same impact
into the same thermal gradient on a flat Moon results in a basin ⇠150 km smaller
in diameter. The depths also di↵er, with the curved case above resulting in a basin
⇠6 km at its deepest point, and the flat-Moon case resulting in a basin ⇠8 km deep.
The larger diameter of the curved models may be partly explained by the ballistic
trajectory of the ejecta, which will fall to the surface farther away from the point of
impact when curvature is included, as the surface is “lower” (and also farther away)
with increasing distance from the basin in that case. Other e↵ects include changes to
the shock wave propagation through (and over) a curved Moon, and perhaps also a
slightly higher e↵ective lithospheric strength in the curved case.

4.5.2

Finite element modeling results

After consideration of cooling and relaxation, we find that both flat- and curvedMoon models of Orientale Basin can produce results in good agreement with observed
gravity and topographic data (Fig. 4.9). In both cases, we find that the best match
to the observational constraints occurs when Orientale Basin evolves from an initial
crater ⇠1000–1300 km in diameter (to the outermost topographic high). This initial
basin size is slightly larger than our hydrocode model result for a 60 km impactor and
30 K km

1

thermal gradient when lunar curvature is incorporated (Fig. 4.8, yellow)

but roughly halfway between the 60 and 70 km impactors for a flat case (Fig. 4.8, cyan
and navy). Based on interpolation between these results, we estimate that Orientale
Basin was produced by an impactor ⇠60–65 km in diameter. This is in agreement
with the 50–80 km impactor diameter found by Potter et al. [2013], although the
thermal gradient used in that study was much lower (10 K km 1 ).
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of hydrocode results from impacts into a
flat target (yellow, orange) and a target with a radius of curvature
matching that of the Moon (cyan, navy). Results are shown for both
60 km (yellow, cyan) and 70 km (orange, navy) impactors. In all cases,
the impactor is traveling at 15 km s 1 perpendicular to the target’s
surface, and the near-surface thermal gradient is 30 K km 1 (see Fig.
4.2). The flat models shown here are from work done in Freed et al.
[2014], and assume a pre-impact crustal thickness of 40 km, as opposed
to the 45 km crustal thickness used for the simulations with curvature.
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Figure 4.9. Best-fit finite element model results for flat and curved
models, showing the initial and final model states for both. The
models were constructed to have nearly identical starting states (navy,
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profiles (red, yellow) due to the e↵ects of lunar curvature. Other
conventions are as in Fig. 4.5.
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The melt pool and regions of heated mantle under Orientale Basin take between
1–10 Ma to cool to pre-impact temperatures, depending on the volume of the material
heated during the hydrocode simluation. This in turn is a function of both thermal
gradient (e.g. Fig. 4.7) and impactor size. During this period, the center of the basin
is pulled downwards by the melt pool’s thermal contraction. Thermal contraction
also pulls mantle material inwards toward the center of the heated region. Due to
the presence of the free surface, the most pronounced deformation is at the surface
of the melt pool.
The impact leaves behind not only a thermal structure, but a basin which is
out of isostatic equilibrium, giving rise to isostatic forces directed so as to force the
basin back into equilibrium. The isostatic forces present after crater collapse can be
understood by examining di↵erential pressures (deviations from hydrostatic pressure)
throughout the region (Fig. 4.10). At the start of the fem simulation (i.e. after
the collapse of the transient crater), there is a large region of sub-isostatic (negative)
pressure in the mantle underneath the crustal collar, as well as a smaller and much
lower-magnitude region of super-isostatic (positive) pressures farther from the basin
center underneath the ejecta. These pressure gradients drive mantle material from
areas of higher relative pressure moves to areas of lower relative pressure. This gives
rise to uplift of sub-isostatic regions such as the crustal collar and the basin center,
and modest subsidence of super-isostatic regions, such as the region of excess ejecta
outside the crustal collar.
The viscosity of the initially hot impact region increases as it cools, causing a
lithosphere to develop with time. The relative timeframes of cooling and mantle
relaxation control how the topography and gravity signatures of the basin evolve over
time. The rate of lithosphere development is controlled by the rate of cooling, which
depends almost entirely on the thermal properties of the lunar mantle (see Table
4.2). As mentioned above, the heated regions of the mantle have cooled to ambient
temperatures by ⇠10 Ma after impact, while regions closer to the surface cool slightly
quicker. The rate of isostatic response of the impact region to post-impact pressure
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Figure 4.10. Pressures under Orientale Basin before isostatic relaxation as compared to lithostatic pressures in the geoid model. Pressures are not shown in the crust (black). Regions of negative di↵erential pressure are sub-isostatic, so mantle will move down the pressure
gradient into those areas and drive uplift at the surface; regions with
positive di↵erential pressure are super-isostatic, and correspond with
subsidence driven by mantle flowing away from those areas. The subisostatic pressures under the crustal collar (the thickest part of the
crust) are the main driving force behind the topographic and free-air
gravity anomaly evolution of Orientale Basin; see text (Section 4.5.2
for details.
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gradients is primarily controlled by the viscosity of the sublithospheric mantle outside
of the heated region. If the cooling rate is much faster than the relaxation rate, then
a thick lithosphere has time to develop over the initially hot impact region prior to
significant isostatic response. If the cooling rate is slower, however, a lithosphere does
not develop prior to the isostatic uplift of the basin.
Our results suggest that the formation of a nascent lithosphere is critical to the
formation of a mascon basin, and therefore that the cooling rate must be much faster
than the relaxation rate. The development of a strong lithosphere over the basin
center mechanically links it to the crustal collar such that the isostatically-driven
uplift of the collar pulls the basin center upwards as well. The forces that drive
isostatic uplift of the basin center (those forcing the uplift of the crustal collar) are
much stronger than the thermal contraction forces discussed earlier that cause basin
subsidence. This not only enables a net shallowing of the basin center to its observed
modern depth (Figs. 4.5c and 4.9c), but enables the basin center to rise beyond
isostatic equilibrium into a super-isostatic configuration—a mascon. Without the
mechanical coupling of the basin center to the crustal collar, a positive free-air gravity
anomaly at the basin center does not form.
Given the requirement that a lithosphere is in place prior to the majority of the
basin’s isostatic uplift, and assuming that that the basin is fully relaxed at present
(⇠3.68 Ga after its formation [Whitten et al., 2011]), we find that the minimum viscosity of the mantle needs to be between 1022 and 1024 Pa s (models A–G in Fig. 4.4).
The exact value does not influence the configuration of the basin (as shown in Freed
et al. [2014]), so subsequent results shown here use a minimum viscosity of 1024 Pa s
for reasons of model stability.
The flat and curved model results di↵er in terms of the lithospheric structure
required to reproduce a mascon consistent with modern observations of Orientale
Basin. The lithosphere of a curved Moon model is found to be more resistant to the
flexure caused during uplift of the crustal collar than is the lithosphere of a flat Moon.
Thus, the lithosphere required to sufficiently couple the inner basin and crustal collar
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regions is found to be thinner when lunar curvature is take into account; the far-field
lithospheric thickness in our best-fit curved models is ⇠25 km, as opposed to ⇠40 km
in our flat models. Both of these values are slightly less than the assumed pre-impact
crustal thickness (45 km) in our fems, as well, suggesting that deeper portions of the
crust need not be viscously strong in order for a mascon to develop.
In addition, we find that for a mascon to form in models with curvature, the
lithosphere must be thicker under the basin center than it is outside of the basin,
with our best-fit model having a lithosphere ⇠35 km thick at the basin center (10 km
thicker than outside the basin). The degree to which we thicken the lithosphere at the
basin center has a profound impact on the final free-air and Bouguer gravity signature
over the model (Fig. 4.11). We can obtain this thickened lithosphere by two di↵erent
methods, both of which produce similar results (Fig. 4.12). One method is to directly
change the viscosity-temperature relationship of the heated mantle regions under the
basin such that they retain a high viscosity to a higher temperature, which leads to a
thicker e↵ective lithosphere in that area. The other method for thickening the basincenter lithosphere is to suppress the local steady-state thermal gradient under the
basin. We accomplish this by assuming lower amounts of heat production under the
basin center (in the melt pool), which makes the steady-state temperature of deeper
regions colder, and thus stronger, than it would be otherwise. We hypothesize that
one or both of these e↵ects may indicate actual processes occurring in Orientale Basin
(see Discussion). A basin-central lithospheric thickening is not required to produce
the flat model shown in Figure 4.9.

4.6

Discussion
Our best-fit model of Orientale Basin (Fig. 4.5) provides a reasonably close match

to modern observations of its gravity anomalies and topography and calculations of
the crustal thickness, but there are several areas of misfit that warrant discussion.
First among these is the topography, which we under-predict between 200 and 500 km
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half heat production in melt pool
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no heat production in melt pool

Figure 4.11. Lithospheric thickness in finite element models with heat
productions leading to a laterally homogenous thermal gradient (left),
heat production in the melt pool set to half of that value (middle),
and heat production absent from the melt pool (right). The middle
model is the one shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.9 (navy and red). These
model images use temperature as a proxy for lithospheric thickness,
800 K is the cuto↵ value for “very strong” material and 700 K the
value for “weak” material in this particular model, which corresponds
to rheology A in Fig. 4.4; the intermediate shades show the zone of
transitional viscosity.
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Figure 4.12. Two fems with our best-fit starting geometry (blue
line), but two di↵erent means of thickening the lithosphere at the basin
center by ⇠10 km: either suppressing the thermal gradient in the melt
pool (red line), or directly changing the temperature dependence of
the materials in the melt pool (yellow line). The similarity of these
two cases indicates that it is primarily the lithospheric thickening that
a↵ects our results and not the specific mechanism leading to a thicker
lithosphere at the basin center.
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from the basin center. We hypothesize that this is due to the e↵ect of the major ring
faults present in this part of Orientale Basin, which may have o↵set large amounts of
material but which are not modeled in either the hydrocode or finite element portions
of this study.
For models of Orientale which incorporate curvature to match modern observations and inferences, we find that they need to have a lithosphere ⇠10 km thicker
at the basin center than elsewhere. In the models shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.9, we
accomplish this by suppressing the local steady-state thermal gradient. An absence
of heat-producing elements would also be the simplest way of explaining this e↵ect
in Orientale Basin, and data from Clementine lends some support to this notion by
showing small (⇠0.5 ppm) di↵erences between the Th abundances inside and outside
of Mare Orientale [Jolli↵ et al., 2000, plate 1b]. Lower abundances of crustal heatproducing elements would also follow from the crustal deformation history seen in
our hydrocode results, in that elements generally present in the lower crust of the
Moon are either ejected from the basin center or else simply exist in lower quantities
in the crustal cap due to its being thinner than the crust exterior to the basin. The
exact thermal environment of Orientale is also asymmetric, as it borders the Procellarum kreep (K (potassium), Rare Earth Element, and P (phosphorus)) terrane to
the East; this should result in a thinner lithosphere on that side of the basin which
we are unable to simulate in the axisymmetric models in this study. Our alternate
means of achieving a thickened basin-center lithosphere is to directly manipulate the
temperature-dependency of the materials under the basin center. This could be explained by appealing to di↵erent material properties in the melt pool, which may be
reasonable due to e↵ects like partial di↵erentiation, annealing, or other e↵ects beyond
the scope of this study.
All of our best-fit models also include some amount of crustal material (the ‘crustal
cap’) over the center of Orientale at the end of the crater modification stage several
hours post-impact. This material is required for proper evolution of the basin; without it, sufficient mechanical linkage does not occur between the basin center and the
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thickened crust farther out, and basin topography winds up far too deep at the end
of our simulations. This nonzero basin-center crustal thickness is also apparent in
crustal thickness maps inverted from grail gravity [Wieczorek et al., 2013], but our
best-fit models require a thicker crustal cap than what is observed. This could be
due to insufficient or incorrect mechanical assumptions in our models, inversions of

grail data that underestimate the basin-central crustal thickness, or both. Work
by Vaughan et al. [2013] has also shown that a surficial melt sheet in Orientale Basin
would have likely di↵erentiated to produce ⇠2–7 km of additional norite, quartz diorite, or anorthosite crust; while the melt volume and shape used in that paper di↵er
substantially from that produced in our hydrocode results, it does indicate that there
is a potential for di↵erentiation of the melt pool which we do not take into account in
this study. This di↵erentiation could serve to under-plate the crustal cap produced in
our hydrocode models, making the total crustal thickness greater than our hydrocode
results indicate.

4.7

Conclusions
We have combined hydrocode and finite element models to simulate the entire

evolution of Orientale Basin on the Moon, solving for a set of model parameters that
explains the modern observed topography, free-air gravity anomaly, and Bouguer
gravity anomalies. For the Orientale Basin to reach its modern state, we find that
several factors must be taken into account. First, for a basin of this size, it is important to account for lunar curvature in every stage of the basin’s formation, as this
a↵ects both the size of the crater produced by a given impactor and the subsequent
viscoelastic evolution of the basin. In our curved models, we find that an impactor
between 60 and 65 km in diameter striking a Moon with a near-surface thermal gradient of around 30 K km

1

produces a post-collapse crater with the correct size and

crustal structure, and a topographic profile that is able to evolve over time into its
modern state.
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Second, the impact region must cool quickly enough for a 25–35 km thick lithosphere to form within the basin before the majority of the isostatic uplift occurs. This
enables the inner basin to be mechanically coupled with the region of the thickened
crustal collar, such that the basin center is pulled upwards along with this more buoyant region. As cooling parameters are comparatively well-constrained, this places a
lower bound on the viscosity of the material beneath the lithosphere of 1022 Pa s. In
curved models, the lithosphere at the basin center must also be thicker than it is
outside of the basin in order for the mechanical coupling to lead to the generation
of the observed mascon. Such a configuration may be explainable by appealing to
reduced concentrations of radioactive elements in the basin’s melt pool compared to
outside the basin, such that the region cools to a lower temperature, or alternately to
a melt pool that freezes into a stronger lithosphere compared to undisturbed portions
of the mantle.
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A CALCULATION OF GRAVITY OVER A RING
The gravitational potential P over a ring is a function of the ring’s mass M and the
observer’s position relative to the ring ~r
GM
P =
2⇡

Z

2⇡
0

d
.
|~r|

(A.1)

If we take h to be the observer’s distance from the ring along the y axis (the axis
of symmetry of the ring), s (for ‘spacecraft’) the observer’s distance from the y axis,
and a (for ‘annulus’) the radius of the midpoint of the ring (see Fig. A.1), then
~r = [s

a cos , a sin , h]. This allows us to expand the above equation to
Z
GM 2⇡
d
P =
.
2⇡ 0 (s2 + a2 + h2 2sa cos ) 12

(A.2)

From the potential P , we can derive equations for both the vertical and horizontal
components of acceleration due to gravity. We first define a variable C such that
R
R⇡
2sa
1 2⇡
C = s2 +a
= 0 . The vertical acceleration
2 +h2 , and note that by symmetry 2 0
component can then be written as
Ay =

@
GM h
P =
3
@h
⇡ (s2 + a2 + h2 ) 2

Z

⇡
0

d
3

(1

C cos ) 2

,

(A.3)

and the horizontal acceleration as
Ax =

@
GM
P =
3
@s
⇡ (s2 + a2 + h2 ) 2

s

Z

⇡
0

d
(1

1

C cos ) 2

a

Z

⇡
0

cos d
(1

1

C cos ) 2

!

.

(A.4)

Equation (A.3) was previously derived in Turtle and Melosh [1997, equation A3],
but there was a typo such that the equation contained a ‘+C cos ’ term in the
denominator of the integral (there expressed as ‘+2aR cos ’) instead of the intended
‘ C cos ’.
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Figure A.1. Coordinate systems (grey arrows and labels), ring measurements and spacecraft position variables (black open-ended arrows
with italic labels), and vector quantities (black or white arrows with
upright labels) used in our calculation of the gravity field over a ring,
shown for models (light grey boxes) with both flat and curved surfaces. The quantities Ax , Ay , and AR are components of the total
gravitational accleration A. The white arrows (Ay for flat models,
AR for curved models) indicate the local vertical direction.
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The solution to the integrals on the right sides of Equations (A.3) and (A.4)
involve elliptic integrals. Here we use the definitions of Abramowitz and Stegun [1972,
section 17.3], such that the complete elliptic integral of the 1st kind, K, is given by
Z ⇡
1
2
K(m) = K =
1 m sin2 ✓ 2 d✓,
(A.5)
0

and the complete elliptic integral of the 2nd kind, E, is given by
Z ⇡
1
2
E [K(m)] = E =
1 m sin2 ✓ 2 d✓,

(A.6)

0

With these definitions in place, we can express the solutions to the integrals in Equations (A.3) and (A.4), with
Z

and

Z

⇡

⇡
0

2E

d
(1

cos d

3

=

C cos ) 2
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2 (C
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(A.7)

+E

2C
C+1

.
(A.8)
3
C (C 1) C + 1
(1 C cos ) 2
We are now able to fully solve for the acceleration over a ring in both the vertical
0

and horizontal directions. The expression for the vertical component can now be
written as
2E

GM h

2C
1+C

p
;
(A.9)
3 ·
⇡ (s2 + a2 + h2 ) 2 (1 C) 1 + c
with ⇢ being the ring’s density, substituting in the mass of the ring M = 2⇡⇢a x y
Ay =

and expanding C fully gives us the final equation,
✓ ✓
◆◆
4G⇢ah x y
4sa
q
Ay =
E
,
2
2
2
2
(s
+
a)
+
h
2
2
(s a) + h
(s + a) + h

(A.10)

in agreement with Turtle and Melosh [1997] (although there is another typo in that
work, which is missing the factor of h in the denominator).
Repeating a similar procedure for the horizontal acceleration, we can express it
first as
Ax =

2sE

GM
3

⇡ (s2 + a2 + h2 ) 2

(1

C)

2C
1+C

p

1+c

+
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and, after again substituting in the parameters for the ring’s mass,
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⌘ 1
0 ⇣
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B GRAVITY CALCULATION CODE: GRAV ANOMALY.PY
1

# !/ usr / bin / env python

2

# A program to plot the gravity anomaly of elements from an Abaqus FEM

3

#

4

# Contact Dave Blair ( dblair@purdue . edu ) with questions

5

#

6

# ( c ) David Blair , 2015. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons

7

# Attribution - NonCommercial - ShareAlike Unported License

8

# ( http :// c re at iv e co mm on s . org / licenses / by - nc - sa /3.0/ deed . en_US )

9
10
11

# ####### Preface # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

12
13

from __future__ import division

14

from math import pi , sqrt , radians , degrees , sin , cos

15

import sys , string , argparse , re

16

import numpy

17
18

# We need elliptic integrals . SciPy provides the best and fastest versions :

19

from scipy . special import ellipk as scipy_ellipk

20

from scipy . special import ellipe as scipy_ellipe

21

s c i p y _ e l l i p _ m o de = True

22
23

__version__ = " 3.0 "

24
25
26
27

# ####### Options # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

28

"""

29

Set default values here . These can alternatively be set ( or re - set ) on the

30

command line using the flags described at the end of this program

31

"""

32

# Constants and calculation parameters :

33
34

elevation = 10000

# Elevation of the spacecraft ( gets added to all depths ) [ m ]

35

num_steps = 101

# Higher values --> smoother graph , longer runtime

36

G = 6.6738 E -11

# Gravitational constant [ m3 . kg -1. s -2]

37
38

curved_mode = False
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39
40

# Flat model mode options : range of x values to look at

41

planet_radius = 1740 e3

# m ( Moon , to 3 sig figs )

42

x_range = 2000 e3

# m , maximum r of " spacecraft " [ for flat models ]

43

theta_range = 90

# degrees , maximum theta of " spacecraft " [ for curved models ]

44
45

# VALIDATION : set zero elevation & a fake " planet radius " to match analytic

46

#

47

# planet_radius = 100 e3

48

# elevation = 0.0

solutions

49
50

# VALIDATION : 99 ,990 ,000 m radius planet

51

# planet_radius = 99990000.0

52

# theta_range = 2.0

# m ( Moon , to 3 sig figs )

# degrees , maximum theta of " spacecraft " [ for curved models ]

53
54

# Calculation behavior :

55
56

# Compare against an external baseline file , or just plot the acceleration due

57

# to gravity without comparing to anything ?

58

anomaly_mode = False

59
60

# Subtract off topography effects after doing the anomaly calculation , to arrive

61

# at a " Bouguer " result ? ( Leaving this as " False " allows the command - line flag

62

# " - - geoidname FILE " to enter free - air calculation mode )

63

bouguer_mode = False

64

b o u g u e r _ d e n s i t y _ c u t o f f = 100.0

# kg .m -3

65

b o u g u e r _ c r u s t a l _ d e n s i t y _ a s s u m p t i o n = 2550.0

# kg .m -3

66
67

# Do you want to subdivide elements ? If so , set " n u m b e r _ o f _ s u b d i v i s i o n s " to the

68

# number of times you want to subdivide . The default is here to allow typing

69

# " - s " instead of , e . g . , " - s 1" if this option is chosen via the command line .

70

number_of_subdivisions = 1

71

default_number_of_subdivisions = 1

72
73

# Input files :

74
75

# The baseline file to use for anomaly calculations . This is the default

76

# filename , and it can be changed on the command line with " - - geoidname [ name ]"

77

# at runtime

78

geoi dfile_na me = " f o o _ g e o i d _ f i l e n a m e . xy "

79
80

# Output options :

81
82

# Use the GMT mode ?
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83

GMT_mode = True

84
85

# What is the file extension of the gravity / data file ( s )? This is used when

86

# generating names for the GMT files .

87

g r a v f i l e _ s u f f i x e s = ( " . grav " ," . xy " )

88
89

# What are the filename suffixes for the GMT output files ? They ’ re specified as

90

# (( free - air acceleration , free - air anomaly ) , ( Bouguer accel . , Bouguer anomaly ) ,

91

# ( raw acceleration ))

92

GMT_suffixes = (( " _fa_acc . xy " ," _fa . xy " ) ,( " _boug_acc . xy " ," _boug . xy " ) ,( " _acc . xy " ))

93
94

# Print headers at the top of GMT files ?

95

G M T _ p r i n t _ h e a d e r s = True

96
97

# Verbosity options . The default ( neither Verbose nor Quiet ) is a " medium "

98

# level of output , showing files being processed and similar information .

99

# Verbose mode adds the " progress bar " output during computation and a few other

100

# things . Quiet mode supresses everything ( except errors ).

101

verbose_mode = True

102

quiet_mode = False

103
104
105
106

# ####### Main Program # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

107
108

# Section 1: Elements

109

# A class for Elements , and a few methods for calculating things about them and

110

# splitting up sets of them

111
112

class Element :

113

"""

114

A simple " Element " class , for storing data and calculating mass

115

"""

116
117

def __init__ ( self , coords , this_density , nodal_coordinates , volume = " na " ):

118
119

# Reported values for the element as a whole : coordinates of the

120

# centroid and density

121

self . centroid = coords

122

self . density = float ( this_density )

123
124

# Info about the nodes of the element

125

self . nu mb e r_ of _n o de s = len ( n o d a l _ c o o r d i n a t e s )

126

self . nodes = []
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127
128

for node in n o d a l _ c o o r d i n a t e s :
self . nodes . append ([ node [0] , node [1]])

129
130

# Calculate the area of the element . If it ’s a triangle , just do the

131

# math ; if it ’s a quadrilateral , break into two triangles and add

132

if self . nu m be r_ of _ no de s == 3:

133

self . area = f i n d _ t r i a n g l e _ a r e a ( self . nodes [0] ,

134

self . nodes [1] ,
self . nodes [2])

135
136

if self . nu m be r_ of _ no de s == 4:

137

self . area = sum ( ( f i n d _ t r i a n g l e _ a r e a ( self . nodes [0] ,

138

self . nodes [1] ,
self . nodes [2]) ,

139
140

f i n d _ t r i a n g l e _ a r e a ( self . nodes [0] ,

141

self . nodes [2] ,

142

self . nodes [3])) )

143
144

# If volume isn ’t specified in the Element definition , then calculate

145

# it , otherwise use the specified value

146

if volume == " na " :

147
148
149

self . volume = self . area * 2 * pi * self . centroid [0]
else :
self . volume = volume

150
151

# Finally , calculate mass , depth ( y coord represented as a positive

152

# number ) , and z ( total distance between element and spacecraft )

153

self . mass = self . volume * self . density

154

self . depth = - self . centroid [1]

155
156
157

def plot ( self , color = ’r ’ ):
" Makes a simple picture of the element , using plt "

158
159

x_coords = []

160

y_coords = []

161
162

# Iterate over nodes so that the plotting is independent of the number

163

# of nodes being fed into this function

164

for i in range ( len ( self . nodes )):

165

x , y = self . nodes [ i ][0] , self . nodes [ i ][1]

166

x_coords . append ( x ) , y_coords . append ( y )

167
168
169
170

plt . fill ( x_coords , y_coords , color )
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171

def f i n d _ t r i a n g l e _ a r e a (A ,B , C ):

172

"""

173

Find the area of a triangle in 2 D from the coordinates of its nodes .

174

"""

175

return abs (.5* ( A [0]*( B [1] - C [1]) + B [0]*( C [1] - A [1]) + C [0]*( A [1] - B [1])) )

176
177
178

def d i s t a n c e _ f o r m u l a ( coords1 , coords2 ):

179

"""

180

Get the distance between two (x , y ) coordinate pairs

181

"""

182

return sqrt ( ( coords2 [0] - coords1 [0])**2 + ( coords2 [1] - coords1 [1])**2 )

183
184
185

def s u b d i v i d e _ e l e m e n t ( element ):

186

"""

187

This subroutine takes an element and splits it into two . It can interpret

188

whether that element has three or four nodes , and work accordingly ; the

189

resulting elements will always be triangles .

190

"""

191

n um be r_ o f_ no de s = element . n um b er _o f_ n od es

192

density = element . density

193
194

def s pa ti a l_ av er a ge ( c o o r d i n a t e _ p a ir s ):

195

" Get the centroid of a given set of elements "

196

x_coords = []

197

y_coords = []

198
199
200
201

for pair in c o o r d i n at e _ p a i r s :
x_coords . append ( pair [0])
y_coords . append ( pair [1])

202

midpoint_x = sum ( x_coords )/ len ( x_coords )

203

midpoint_y = sum ( y_coords )/ len ( y_coords )

204
205

return midpoint_x , midpoint_y

206
207

# Depending on how many nodes our element has , we need to implement

208

# different routines for subdividing it .

209
210

# For a quadrilateral , we can just do this arbitrarily , splitting it into

211

# two elements by counting the nodes from the upper - right ( or really , from

212

# any given starting node )

213

if nu mb e r_ of _n o de s == 4:

214

newnodes1 = [ element . nodes [0] , element . nodes [1] , element . nodes [2]]
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newnodes2 = [ element . nodes [0] , element . nodes [2] , element . nodes [3]]

216
217

# For a triangle , we ’ ll find the longest side , get the midpoint of that

218

# side , and use that to divide the original triangle into two smaller

219

# triangles . This avoids getting thinner and thinner slices , and should cut

220

# down on the inaccuracy a little bit

221

if nu mb e r_ of _n o de s == 3:

222
223

# Find the lengths of the sides of the element , and extract the length

224

# of the longest side

225

AB = d i s t a n c e _ f or m u l a ( element . nodes [0] , element . nodes [1])

226

BC = d i s t a n c e _ f or m u l a ( element . nodes [1] , element . nodes [2])

227

CA = d i s t a n c e _ f or m u l a ( element . nodes [2] , element . nodes [0])

228

longest_side = max (( AB , BC , CA ))

229
230

# Go through the options , and if a side matches that longest side , stop

231

# there . This means that in the case of an equilateral or isosceles

232

# triangle , it ’s arbitrarily picking the first of the two equal sides

233

# that it comes to , which is fine . There ’s probably a faster way to do

234

# this with some sort of loop , but I haven ’t run the tests ; at least

235

# this way , it ’ ll exit as soon as it does one of these three .

236

if AB == longest_side :

237

newvertex = s pa ti a l_ av er a ge (( element . nodes [0] , element . nodes [1]))

238

newnodes1 = [ element . nodes [0] , newvertex , element . nodes [2]]

239

newnodes2 = [ element . nodes [2] , newvertex , element . nodes [1]]

240

elif BC == longest_side :

241

newvertex = s pa ti a l_ av er a ge (( element . nodes [1] , element . nodes [2]))

242

newnodes1 = [ element . nodes [1] , newvertex , element . nodes [0]]

243
244

newnodes2 = [ element . nodes [0] , newvertex , element . nodes [2]]
elif CA == longest_side :

245

newvertex = s pa ti a l_ av er a ge (( element . nodes [2] , element . nodes [0]))

246

newnodes1 = [ element . nodes [2] , newvertex , element . nodes [1]]

247

newnodes2 = [ element . nodes [1] , newvertex , element . nodes [0]]

248
249

# Now we ’ re back into behavior that doesn ’t depend on the number of nodes ,

250

# since either case results in our defining two new triangles .

251
252

# Figure out the centroids from the new sets of nodes

253

centroid1 = s pa ti a l_ av er a ge ( newnodes1 )

254

centroid2 = s pa ti a l_ av er a ge ( newnodes2 )

255
256

# Use this information to define and return two new elements .

257

newelement1 = Element ( centroid1 , density , newnodes1 )

258

newelement2 = Element ( centroid2 , density , newnodes2 )
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259
260

return newelement1 , newelement2

261
262
263
264

def s u b d i v i d e _ e l e m e n t _ s e t ( starting_elements , n u m b e r _ o f _ s u b d i v i s i o n s ):
"""

265

Implement the subdivision of elements - recursively iterating over the set

266

of s t a r t i n g _ e l e m e n t s and creating new final _elemen ts sets as we go , until we

267

reach the number of subdivisions we want

268

"""

269
270

# Initially , we assume that the final element set is equal to the starting

271

# element set - this way , if there are 0 subdivisions to make , then we can

272

# return the final set and get the same result as if we ’d done nothing

273

final _elemen ts = s t a r t i n g _ e l e m e n t s [:]

274
275

# Subdivide the elements n times ( resulting in 2^ n times as many elements ).

276

# We ’ ll start the counter n at zero , and iterate until it ’s equal to

277

# number_of_subdivions

278

n = 0

279
280

while n < n u m b e r _ o f _ s u b d i v i s i o n s :

281
282

# Slice the final elements into a new set that we can work on while

283

# we ’ re in this loop ( the " input " of this subdivision ). After doing

284

# this , erase the fina l_eleme nts set so that we can add to it as we

285

# go through the input elements and generate new ones

286

inpu t_elemen ts = fi nal_elem ents [:]

287

fina l_elemen ts = []

288
289

# Go through every element that was fed into this iteration , and split

290

# it into two elements . Add these to the " output " from this round

291

for this_element in input_e lements :

292

new_element1 , new_element2 = s u b d i v i d e _ e l e m e n t ( this_element )

293

fina l_elemen ts . append ( new_element1 )

294

fina l_elemen ts . append ( new_element2 )

295
296

n += 1

297
298

return final _element s

299
300
301

# Section 2: Math

302

# Elliptic integrals of the 1 st and 2 nd kind , gravity over a ring , functions to
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# calculate gravity over an element , and a function to look at the difference in

304

# acceleration between two sets of data

305
306
307

def K ( m ):

308

"""

309

The complete elliptic integral of the first kind , such that

310

K ( m ) = K ( pi /2 , m )

311

= integral (1 / sqrt (1 - m * sin ( alpha )**2) , { alpha , 0 , pi /2})

312
313
314

as given in Abramowitz & Stegun (1972; Eq . 17.3.3) , and in Mathematica and

315

SciPy .

316
317

The non - SciPy Python code , however , uses a slightly different form ,

318

Ryzhik (1965) , which is also the one used in Turtle and Melosh (1998). That

319

form uses " k " instead of " m ":

320

K ( k ) = E ( pi /2 , k )

321

= integral ( sqrt (1 - ( k **2)*( sin ( alpha )**2)) , { alpha , 0 , pi /2})

322
323
324

This function accounts for the difference automatically , using " m " as the

325

input for the SciPy version of the routine , and " k " for the regular Python

326

version ( which is easy , since k = sqrt ( m )).

327

"""

328
329

if s c i p y _ e l l i p _ m o d e :
return scipy_ellipk ( m )

330
331

else :

332

# python_ellip returns ( K ( k ) , E ( k ))

333

return python_ellip ( sqrt ( m ))[0]

334
335
336

def E ( m ):

337

"""

338

The complete elliptic integral of the second kind , such that

339
340

E ( m ) = E ( pi /2 , m )
= integral ( sqrt (1 - m * sin ( alpha )**2) , { alpha , 0 , pi /2})

341
342
343

as given in Abramowitz & Stegun (1972; Eq . 17.3.3) , and in Mathematica and

344

SciPy .

345
346

The non - SciPy Python code , however , uses the form found in Gradshteyn and
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347

Ryzhik (1965) , which is also the one used in Turtle and Melosh (1998). This

348

form uses " k " instead of " m ":

349

E ( k ) = E ( pi /2 , k )

350

= integral ( sqrt (1 - ( k **2)*( sin ( alpha )**2)) , { alpha , 0 , pi /2})

351
352
353

This function accounts for the difference automatically , using " m " as the

354

input for the SciPy version of the routine , and " k " for the regular Python

355

version ( which is easy , since k = sqrt ( m )).

356

"""

357
358

if s c i p y _ e l l i p _ m o d e :
return scipy_ellipe ( m )

359
360

else :

361

# python_ellip returns ( K ( k ) , E ( k ))

362

return python_ellip ( sqrt ( m ))[1]

363
364
365

def r i n g _ g r a v i t y _ v e r t i c a l ( radius_of_ring , position_above_ring , radius_of_observer ,
ring_mass ):

366
367

"""

368

Gives the vertical component of gravity above a ring at a given elevation &

369

distance from the axis of symmetry

370
371

Based on E . P . Turtle and H . J . Melosh , Stress and Flexural Modeling of the

372

Martian Lithospheric Response to Alba Patera , 1987.

373

"""

374
375

# Define our variables

376

a = r adius_o f_ring

377

M = ring_mass

378

z = position_above_ring

379

R = radius_of_observer

380
381

# Now calculate the actual gravity at the desired point

382

Az = ((2* G * M * z )/( pi * (( R - a )**2 + z **2) * (( R + a )**2 + z **2)**(1/2)))

383

\

* E ((4* a * R )/(( R + a )**2 + z **2))

384
385

# return the vertical acceleration

386

return Az

387
388
389
390

def r i n g _ g r a v i t y _ r a d i a l ( radius_of_ring , position_above_ring , radius_of_observer ,
ring_mass ):
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391

"""

392

Gives the radial component of gravity above a ring at a given elevation &

393

distance from the axis of symmetry

394
395

Based on E . P . Turtle and H . J . Melosh , Stress and Flexural Modeling of the

396

Martian Lithospheric Response to Alba Patera , 1987.

397

"""

398
399

# Define our variables

400

a = r adius_o f_ring

401

M = ring_mass

402

z = position_above_ring

403

R = radius_of_observer

404
405

# Now calculate the actual gravity at the desired point

406

Ar = ((2* G * M )/( pi * (( R + a )**2 + z **2)**(1/2))) \
* (

407

\
( R * E ((4* a * R )/(( R + a )**2 + z **2)) / (( R - a )**2 + z **2) ) \

408

+( K ((4* a * R )/(( R + a )**2 + z **2)) / (2* R ) ) \

409
410

+( E ((4* a * R )/(( R + a )**2 + z **2)) / (2* R *(((2* a * R )/( R **2+ a **2+ z **2)) -1)) ) \

411

)

412
413

# return the radial acceleration

414

return Ar

415
416
417
418

def g ra v_ c al cu la t or ( element_set ):
"""

419

Sums up the gravity of a set of elements and returns the result as a

420

" datapair " ( two matched lists : x coordinates , and gravitational acceleration

421

at those coordinates )

422

"""

423
424

# Initialize variables

425

if not curved_mode :

426
427

x_values = numpy . linspace (0 , x_range , num = num_steps )
else :

428

theta_values = numpy . linspace (0 , radians ( theta_range ) , num = num_steps )

429

s p a c e c r a f t _ r a d i u s = planet_radius + elevation

430

grav _anomali es = []

431
432

# Go through each " spacecraft " position and figure out Az contribution from

433

# every element

434

current_step = 1
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435
436

# For non - curved models :

437

if not curved_mode :

438

for R in x_values :

439
440

# Start the value of the cell at zero

441

anomaly_here = 0.0

442
443

# Go through each element and add its Az to anomaly_here

444

for this_element in element_set :

445

# R is already defined by virtue of our being in a loop

446

a = this_element . centroid [0]

447

z = this_element . depth + elevation

448

M = this_element . mass

449

anomaly_here += r i n g _ g r a v i t y _ v e r t i c a l (a ,z ,R , M )

450

grav _anomali es . append ( anomaly_here )

451
452
453

# Print progress information if we ’ re in verbose mode . The labeling of

454

# which iteration we ’ re in goes back to code that ’s in the command - line

455

# implem entation part of this program , to tell us where in the loop we

456

# are .

457

if verbose_mode :

458

# Three options for what to display while running ( in verbose mode ):

459

# Leave the most desirable one uncommented

460
461

# Display x position and value

462

print " At lateral position %.0 f / %.0 f ( pass % i of % i ): %.4 e mGal " \
%( R , x_values [ -1] ,

463
464

this _iterati on +1 , total_iterations ,

465

anomaly_here *1 e5 )

466

current_step = current_step + 1

467
468
469

# For curved models :

470

else :

471

for Th in theta_values :

472
473

# Start the value of the cell at zero

474

anomaly_here = 0.0

475
476

# Go through each element and add its Az to anomaly_here

477

for this_element in element_set :

478
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479

# Distance of spacecraft from the ring , in Cartesian coords

480

a = this_element . centroid [0]

481

z = s p a c e c r a f t _ r a d i u s * cos ( Th ) - this_element . centroid [1]

482

R = s p a c e c r a f t _ r a d i u s * sin ( Th )

483

M = this_element . mass

484
485

# At R =0 , the radial component is always zero , so we ’ ll set that

486

# here ( this also avoids a " divide by zero " error )

487

if R == 0:

488

anomaly_here += r i n g _ g r a v i t y _ v e r t i c a l (a ,z ,R , M )

489
490
491

# If we ’ re not at R =0 , calculate the R component of the gravity .

492

# To get this , we transform into a new x ’-y ’ coordinate system ,

493

# and then take the y ’ components of both the radial and

494

# vertical gravity

495

else :

496

Az = r i n g _ g r a v i t y _ v e r t i c a l (a ,z ,R , M )

497

Ar = r i n g _ g r a v i t y _ r a d i a l (a ,z ,R , M )

498
499

anomaly_here += Ar * sin ( Th ) + Az * cos ( Th )

500
501

grav _anomali es . append ( anomaly_here )

502
503

# Print progress information if we ’ re in verbose mode . The labeling

504

# of which iteration we ’ re in comes from code in the command - line

505

# implem entation part of this program which tells us where in the

506

# loop we are .

507

if verbose_mode :

508
509

# Display which step we ’ re on :

510

print " At step %3 i / %3 i ( pass % i of % i ): %.4 e mGal " \

511

%( current_step , num_steps ,

512

this _iterati on +1 , total_iterations ,

513

anomaly_here *1 e5 )

514
515

current_step = current_step + 1

516
517

# Multiply all the y values by 1 e5 to get the answer in mGal

518

g r a v _ v a l u e s _ s c a l e d = []

519

for this_item in grav_ anomali es :

520

m G a l _ m u l t i p l i c a t i o n _ f a c t o r = 1 e5

521

g r a v _ v a l u e s _ s c a l e d . append ( this_item * m G a l _ m u l t i p l i c a t i o n _ f a c t o r )

522
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523

# Format the output so that it ’s more legible :

524

if not curved_mode :
# Divide x values by 1000 to go from m to km

525
526

output_values = []

527

for this_item in x_values :
output_values . append ( this_item /1000.)

528
529

else :

530

# Convert theta values ( radians from pole ) into km from the pole at the

531

# radius of the planet ’s surface

532

output_values = []

533

p l a n e t _ c i r c u m f e r e n c e = (2* planet_radius * pi ) / 1000. # in km

534

for this_item in theta_values :
output_values . append ( p l a n e t _ c i r c u m f e r e n c e * ( this_item /(2* pi )))

535
536
537

# Output data

538

return output_values , g r a v _ v a l u e s _ s c a l e d

539
540
541

def de l t a _ c a l c u l a t o r ( initial_datapair , f inal_da tapair ):

542

"""

543

Calculates the gravity difference between two datapairs , which is the

544

delta / anomaly if you ’ re using a geoid - type baseline file for " initial " and a

545

model for " final "

546

"""

547
548

# Go through both sets simultaneously , and average both their gravity data

549

# and the x position of the centroid ( which may be different , since we ’ re

550

# looking at initial vs . final model state !)

551

delt a_datapa ir = [[] ,[]]

552

for i in range ( len ( i n i t i a l _ d a t a p a i r [0])):

553

initial_x = i ni t i a l _ d a t a p a i r [0][ i ]

554

final_x = final _datapai r [0][ i ]

555

initial_grav = i n i t i a l _ da t a p a i r [1][ i ]

556

final_grav = final _datapai r [1][ i ]

557
558

average_x = ( initial_x + final_x )/2.

559

delta_grav = final_grav - initial_grav

560
561

delt a_datapa ir [0]. append ( average_x )

562

delt a_datapa ir [1]. append ( delta_grav )

563
564
565
566

return delta _datapa ir
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# Section 3: I / O

568

# Functions for determining file type , parsers for different types of files , and

569

# functions to output data to either text files or the plt plotter

570
571
572

def xyfile_parser ( datafile ):

573

"""

574

Read the data from an xy - file and return scaled x values and gravity values .

575

This function bypasses all of the gravity calculations , allowing us to

576

compare files with just xy data , as might be generated by another program ,

577

or in a previous run of this program with GMT output .

578
579

WARNING : make sure that the . xy files have the first column as distance in

580

km , and the second column as * RAW ACCELERATION * in mGal . The file also has

581

to be the same number of lines as num_steps for any sort of comparison ( e . g .

582

an anomaly calculation ) to work . As long as you ’ ve kept that parameter the

583

same , though , this can be a real time - saver ( e . g . not having to recalculate

584

the geoid file every time )

585

"""

586
587

# Read the file , store the lines , then close the file

588

these_lines = datafile . readlines ()

589

datafile . close ()

590
591

x_values = []

592

y_values = []

593

for this_line in these_lines :

594
595

# Ignore comment lines

596

if this_line . startswith ( " # " ):

597

continue

598
599

# Read in the data

600

x_value = float ( this_line . split ()[0])

601

y_value = float ( this_line . split ()[1])

602
603

if x_value <= ( x_range /1000):

604

x_values . append ( x_value )

605

y_values . append ( y_value )

606
607

else :
pass

608
609
610

return x_values , y_values
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611
612
613

def g ra vf i le _p ar s er ( datafile , d o _ b o u g u e r _ s u b t r a c t i o n ):
"""

614

Read the data from the *. grav file that ’s output by grav_plugin . py from

615

an open . odb in Abaqus / CAE , and save that data as an ’ element_set ’

616

"""

617

# Read the file , close it , and then cut it down to ignore the first 3 lines

618

all_lines = datafile . readlines ()

619

datafile . close ()

620

data_lines = all_lines [3:]

621
622

# Make doubly sure the user knows what ’s going on if we ’ re in Bouguer mode

623

if verbose_mode and d o _ b o u g u e r _ s u b t r a c t i o n :

624

print " Doing Bouguer corrections ... "

625
626

# Iterate over the lines in the data_lines set , and extract the data in the

627

# form of Element objects , which get added to a set and finally returned out

628

# of the subroutine

629

element_set = []

630

for this_line in data_lines :

631

element_data = this_line . split ( " | " )[0]. split ()

632

this_x = float ( element_data [1])

633

this_y = float ( element_data [2])

634

this_density = float ( element_data [3])

635
636

# Here ’s where we do the Bouguer correction , under two conditions :

637

#

638

#

639

#

640

#

641

#

642

#

643

#

644

if d o _ b o u g u e r _ s u b t r a c t i o n :

- if it ’s above 0 and has " positive " density ( > 100 kg .m -3) , make
that mass 0 kg .m -3 instead ( roughly negating positive topography )
- if it ’s below zero and has "0" density ( < 100 kg .m -3) , give it a
density of 2550 kg .m -3 instead ( roughly negating negative
topography )
- note that , for curved models , " above zero " means " total distance
from center of planet greater than planet radius "

645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652

if not curved_mode :
if ( this_y > 0.0) and \
( this_density > b o u g u e r _ d e n s i t y _ c u t o f f ):
this_density = 0.0
elif ( this_y < 0.0) and \
( this_density < b o u g u e r _ d e n s i t y _ c u t o f f ):
this_density = b o u g u e r _ c r u s t a l _ d e n s i t y _ a s s u m p t i o n

653
654

if curved_mode :
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this_r = sqrt ( this_x **2 + this_y **2)

656

if ( this_r > planet_radius ) and \
( this_density > b o u g u e r _ d e n s i t y _ c u t o f f ):

657

this_density = 0.0

658

elif ( this_r < planet_radius ) and \

659

( this_density < b o u g u e r _ d e n s i t y _ c u t o f f ):

660

this_density = b o u g u e r _ c r u s t a l _ d e n s i t y _ a s s u m p t i o n

661
662
663
664

node_data = eval ( this_line . split ( " | " )[ -1]. strip ())

665

element_set . append ( Element ( ( this_x , this_y ) ,

666

this_density ,

667

node_data ))

668
669

return element_set

670
671
672
673

def g e t _ d a t a _ f r o m _ f i l e ( this_file ):
"""

674

Given a file object as input , determine if that file is a . grav file or a

675

. xy file . If it ’s neither , raise an error and quit .

676

"""

677
678

# Pull in the global variables for keeping track of the total number of

679

# iterations and what number this iteration happens to be , for the purposes

680

# of outputting a " progress bar " for the user

681

global t o t a l _ i te r a t i o n s

682

global this_ iteratio n

683
684

# Assuming we ’ re not supressing output , let the user know what file we ’ re

685

# working on

686

if not quiet_mode :

687

print " Parsing file % s ... " % this_file . name

688
689

# Check to see what type of file we have in an if / elif / elif block , and

690

# implement the appropriate code . We ’ ll determine filetype by looking at the

691

# letters after the last "." in a case - insensitive way

692
693

if this_file . name . split ( " . " )[ -1]. upper () == " XY " :

694
695

# Grab the base name of the file

696

t h i s _ d a t a _ b a s e n a m e = this_file . name . strip ( " . xy " ). strip ( " . XY " )

697
698

# ## DEBUG :
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# print " XY FILE % s "% t h i s _ d a t a _ b a s e n a m e

700
701

# Make sure this isn ’t a Bouguer calculation , which currently can ’t be

702

# done on XY files ( unless it ’s the geoid file , then it ’s ok )

703

if this_file . name != geoidf ile_name and bouguer_mode :

704

print b o u g u e r _ o n _ n o n g r a v f i l e _ e r r o r t e x t

705

sys . exit ()

706
707

# Parse the file

708

this_data = xyfile_parser ( this_file )

709
710

# Subtract one from " t o ta l _ i t e r a t i o n s " so that it doesn ’t show up in

711

# the " round X of Y " display ( since there ’s no processing going on )

712

t o t a l _ i t e r a t i on s = t o t a l_ i t e r a t i o n s - 1

713
714

elif this_file . name . split ( " . " )[ -1]. upper () == " GRAV " :

715
716

# Grab the base name of the file

717

t h i s _ d a t a _ b a s e n a m e = this_file . name . strip ( " . grav " ). strip ( " . GRAV " )

718
719

# Parse the *. grav file and get information about all of its elements .

720

# Make sure that we ’ re not processing the geoid file in Bouguer mode

721

# ( even though , if the ground level is at y =0 , this should do nothing )

722

if this_file . name != geoidf ile_name :

723
724
725

s t a r t i n g _ e l e m e n t s = g ra vf i le _p ar s er ( this_file , bouguer_mode )
else :
s t a r t i n g _ e l e m e n t s = g ra vf i le _p ar s er ( this_file , False )

726
727

# Implement the subdivider routine on those elements

728

fina l_elemen ts = s u b d i v i d e _ e l e m e n t _ s e t ( starting_elements ,
number_of_subdivisions )

729
730
731

# Print out a helpful notice about how many elements we start with

732

# and how many we end up with ; this is important enough to include

733

# it even in non - verbose mode ( but not in quiet mode )

734

if not quiet_mode :

735
736
737
738

print " Original number of elements in % s : % i " %\
( this_file . name , len ( s t a r t i n g _ e l e m e n t s ))
print " Number of elements in % s after subdivision : % i " %\
( this_file . name , len ( final_ element s ))

739
740

# Process the resulting element set with g r av _c al c ul at or ()

741

this_data = g ra v_ c al cu la t or ( fin al_eleme nts )

742
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743

# Up the iteration count , since we did some actual math

744

this _iterati on = thi s_itera tion + 1

745
746
747

# If it ’s not a file type we recognize , do this :

748

else :

749

print " Error : Please choose a *. grav or *. xy file "

750

parser . print_usage ()

751

sys . exit (1)

752
753

return this_data , t h i s _ d a t a _ b a s e n a m e

754
755
756

def GMT_outputter ( data_sets , outfiles , outfile_names ):

757

"""

758

Creates text files of the output for plotting in GMT

759

"""

760
761

# Grab just the data from data_sets , and make an iterable set

762

data_pairs = []

763

for key in data_sets . keys ():

764

data_pairs . append ( data_sets [ key ])

765
766

# Output the filenames if we ’ re not in quiet mode ( doesn ’t require verbose )

767

if not quiet_mode :

768

printstring = " Creating ( or overwriting !) % s " % outfile_names [0]

769

if len ( outfile_names ) == 1:

770
771
772
773
774
775
776

print printstring
if len ( outfile_names ) == 2:
print printstring + " and % s " % outfile_names [1]
if len ( outfile_names ) > 2:
print " grav_anomaly . py : error : " +\
" Too many filenames specified [ unresolved , check code ] "
sys . exit (1)

777
778

for i in range ( len ( data_pairs )):

779
780

# Get the current x and y data , and the current output file

781

outfile = outfiles [ i ]

782

x_data , y_data = data_pairs [ i ]

783
784

# Print header lines , if desired

785

if G M T _ p r i n t _ h e a d e r s :

786

if i == 1:
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outfile . write ( " #% -24 s % -8 s \ n " %( " geoid file " , geoidf ile_name ))

787

else :

788

outfile . write ( " #% -33 s \ n " %( " raw acceleration ( no geoid file ) " ))

789
790

outfile . write ( " #% -24 s % -8 s m \ n " %( " elevation : " , elevation ))

791

outfile . write ( " #% -24 s % -8 s m \ n " %( " x range : " , x_range ))

792

outfile . write ( " #% -24 s % -8 s \ n " %( " number of x steps : " , num_steps ))

793

outfile . write ( " #% -24 s % -8 s \ n " %( " " , " " ))

794

outfile . write ( " #%16 s %16 s \ n " %( " X Value " , " Gravity Anomaly " ))

795

outfile . write ( " #%16 s %16 s \ n " %( " -" *16 , " -" *16))

796
797

# Write out the data in two columns - X values , Y values

798

for i in range ( len ( x_data )):
outfile . write ( " %16.4 f %16.8 g \ n " %( x_data [ i ] , y_data [ i ]))

799
800
801

# More stuff to print if we ’ re not in quiet mode ( again doesn ’t require

802

# that we be in verbose mode )

803

if not quiet_mode :

804

printstring = " Data written to % s " % outfile_names [0]

805

if len ( outfile_names ) == 1:
print printstring

806

if len ( outfile_names ) == 2:

807

print printstring + " and % s " % outfile_names [1]

808

if len ( outfile_names ) > 2:

809

print " grav_anomaly . py : error : " +\

810

" Too many filenames specified [ unresolved , check code ] "

811

sys . exit (1)

812
813
814
815
816

def plotter ( data_sets ):
"""

817

Plots the given data on a single plot , using numpy . plt

818

"""

819
820

# Import plt from numpy here , so you don ’t waste time if you ’ re using GMT

821

# mode instead of the built - in plotter

822

import matplotlib . pyplot as plt

823
824

# Make a list of colors for the lines that we can iterate over

825

colors =

826

[ " Red " ," Green " ," Blue " ," Orange " ," Cyan " ,
" Purple " ," Black " ," Magenta " ," Navy " ," Teal " ]

827
828

# Iterate through whatever data we have in data_sets and plot it up

829

for i in range ( len ( data_sets )):

830

name = data_sets . keys ()[ i ]
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831

x , y = data_sets [ name ]

832

try :
plt . plot (x ,y , label = name , color = colors [ i ] , linewidth =2.0)

833

except IndexError :

834

plt . plot (x ,y , label = name , color = ’k ’ , linewidth =2.0)

835
836
837

# Window dressing for the plots

838

plt . xlabel ( ’ Distance from center ( km ) ’)

839

plt . ylabel ( ’ Gravity anomly ( mGal ) ’)

840

plt . legend ( loc = ’ lower right ’)

841

plt . grid ( True )

842
843

# Show the plot , then close plt once the window ’s been closed

844

if not quiet_mode :
print " Data plotted in external window "

845
846

plt . show ()

847

plt . close ()

848
849
850
851

def c u r r e n t _ s t a t e _ p r i n t e r ():
"""

852

Print information about how things are running

853

"""

854

# Make pretty text for the current calculation mode

855

if bouguer_mode :

856
857
858
859
860

current_mode = " BOUGUER "
elif anomaly_mode :
current_mode = " FREE - AIR ANOMALY "
else :
current_mode = " RAW ACCELERATION "

861
862
863
864
865

if curved_mode :
curv ed_or_fl at = " CURVED "
else :
curv ed_or_fl at = " FLAT "

866
867

# Print the other variables

868

print " grav_anomaly . py , version % s : " % __version__

869

print "

870

print "

with a % s geometry " % curved _or_flat

871

print "

( geoid file name : % s ) " % g eoidfile _name

872

print "

Outputting in % s mode " %( " visual " ," GMT " )[ GMT_mode ]

873

print " "

874

print "

Running in % s mode " % current_mode

range of x values covered : 0 - % g m " % x_range
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875

print "

spacecraft elevation : % g m " % elevation

876

print "

number of steps : % g " % num_steps

877

print "

verbosity mode : % s % s % s " %(

878

( " " ," Verbose " )[ verbose_mode ] ,

879

( " " ," quiet " )[ quiet_mode ] ,

880

( " Quiet " ," " )[ verbose_mode or quiet_mode ])

881
882
883

# ####### Command - Line Im plementa tion # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #

884
885

if __name__ == ’ __main__ ’:

886
887

# Initiate the command - line argument parser

888

parser = argparse . Argument Parser (

889

description = ( " Calculate the gravitational anomaly field over models "
" of impact basins " ) ,

890
891

epilog = " Please contact Dave Blair ( dblair@purdue . edu ) " +\
" with bugs or questions . " )

892
893
894

# The one positional argument is the name ( s ) of the gravfile ( s ) we ’ re

895

# looking at

896

parser . add_argument ( " gravfile " , nargs = " * " )

897
898

# Define our various options and switches

899

parser . add_argument ( " -f " ," -- freeair " ,

900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909

help = " turn on ’ free - air ’ ( baseline file comparison ) mode " ,
action = " store_true " )
parser . add_argument ( " -- geoidname " ,
help = " set GEOIDNAME as the file to use for free - air or Bouguer " +\
" calculation ( set with a separate flag ) " )
parser . add_argument ( " -b " ," -- bouguer " ,
help = " turn on ’ Bouguer ’ mode ( subtracts out topography ) " ,
action = " store_true " )
parser . add_argument ( " -a " ," -- acceleration " ,
help = " skip the ’ free - air ’ calculation and just calculate " +\

910

" acceleration over the model . Useful for combining with GMT " +\

911

" output and creating . xy geoid files . " ,

912
913
914
915
916

action = " store_true " )
parser . add_argument ( " -s " ," -- subdivide " , metavar = " S " ,
help = " take each element that ’s passed into the program and " +\
" subdivide it into 2^ S smaller elements " )
parser . add_argument ( " -S " ,

917

help = " subdivide elements as above , but perform a default number " +\

918

" of subdivisions ( specified in the OPTIONS section of this " +\
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919
920
921

" program ’s source code ) " ,
action = " store_true " )
parser . add_argument ( " -- nosubdivision " ,

922

help = " do not subdivide elements ( overrides OPTIONS section default ) " ,

923

action = " store_true " )

924
925
926
927
928

parser . add_argument ( " -g " ," -- GMT " ,
help = " generate text instead of visual output : ’ GMT mode ’" ,
action = " store_true " )
parser . add_argument ( " -- GMTheaders " ,

929

help = " print commented - out headers at the top of text output files " ,

930

action = " store_true " )

931

parser . add_argument ( " -p " ," -- plot " ,

932

help = " plot results with the built - in plotter instead of writing to files " ,

933

action = " store_true " )

934
935
936
937
938
939
940

parser . add_argument ( " -r " ," -- range " , metavar = " R " ,
help = " set spacecraft horizontal range to R in meters [ flat models only ] " )
parser . add_argument ( " -n " ," -- numsteps " , metavar = " N " ,
help = " set the number of horizontal summation steps to N " )
parser . add_argument ( " -e " ," -- elevation " , metavar = " Y " ,
help = " set the spacecraft elevation to Y ( in meters ) " )

941
942

parser . add_argument ( " -c " ," -- curved " ,

943

help = " use a curved spacecraft path " ,

944

action = " store_true " )

945
946
947
948

parser . add_argument ( " -t " ," -- thetarange " , metavar = " T " ,
help = " set spacecraft theta range to T in degrees [ curved models only ] " )
parser . add_argument ( " -- planetradius " , metavar = " Rp " ,
help = " define the radius of the planet ( for use with a curved model ) " )

949
950

parser . add_argument ( " -v " ," -- verbose " ,

951

help = " provide extra feedback while running " ,

952

action = " store_true " )

953
954
955
956

parser . add_argument ( " -q " ," -- quiet " ,
help = " absolutely no text output ( except errors ). This is quieter " +\
" than simply running without being in verbose mode . " ,
action = " store_true " )

957
958
959
960
961
962

parser . add_argument ( " -- examples " ,
help = " show some example usage " ,
action = " store_true " )
parser . add_argument ( " -- defaults " ,
help = " print the default parameters from this program ’s OPTIONS section " ,
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action = " store_true " )

963
964

parser . add_argument ( " -- version " ,
help = " print the version number " ,

965
966

action = " store_true " )

967

args = parser . parse_args ()

968
969

# Define the text to be used for " - - examples "

970

examplestext = (

971

"\n"

972

" Example usage for grav_anomaly . py :

973

"

\n"

974

" grav_anomaly . py foo . grav

\n"

975

"

calculates anomaly of foo . grav vs . the baseline file

\n"

976

"

specified in the code , and shows the results using

\n"

977

"

the built - in Matplotlib plotter

978

"

\n"

979

" grav_anomaly . py -g foo . grav

\n"

980

"

as above , but writes initial / final / delta results

\n"

981

"

to files foo_acc . xy and foo_anom . xy

\n"

982

"

\n"

983

" grav_anomaly . py -q -e 30000 -g foo . grav

\n"

984

"

same as above , but sets elevation to 30 ,000 m

\n"

985

"

and supresses most text feedback while running

\n"

986

"

\n"

987

" grav_anomaly . py -a foo . grav bar . xy baz . grav

\n"

988

"

same as above but for three input files , one

\n"

989

"

of which is an XY file )

990

"

991

" grav_anomaly . py -a -g foo . grav

992

"

same as above , but calculating raw acceleration only , \ n "

993

"

so there ’s only the foo_acc . out file to write

\n"

\n"

\n"
\n"
\n"

\n")

994
995

# Define some specific error text

996

missingitem_errortext = (

997

"\n"

998

" grav_anomaly . py : error : please specify at lease one input file \ n "

999

" if not running with the -- version , -- defaults , or -- examples flag . " )

1000

badfile_errortext = (

1001

"\n"

1002

" grav_anomaly . py : error : file not found . Please check that files \ n "

1003

" exist and try again . " )

1004

conflict_errortext = (

1005

"\n"

1006

" grav_anomaly . py : error : conflicting arguments given . Please \ n "
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1007
1008

" check options and try again . " )
gmt_toomanyfiles_errortext = (

1009

"\n"

1010

" grav_anomaly . py : error : GMT mode can only accept a single "

1011

" input file . Please specify a single . grav file and try again . " )

1012

bouguer_on_nongravfile_errortext = (

1013

"\n"

1014

" grav_anomaly . py : error : Bouguer mode is only supported for . grav \ n "

1015

" input files ( geoid file may be in xy - file format ). Please specify \ n "

1016

" a different input file . " )

1017
1018

# Now to interpret the arguments . We ’ ll start with the ones that ’ ll

1019

# print something and then just terminate the program

1020

if args . examples :

1021

print examplestext

1022

sys . exit (1)

1023

if args . defaults :

1024

c u r r e n t _ s t a t e _ p r i n t e r ()

1025

sys . exit (1)

1026

if args . version :

1027

print " grav_anomaly . py , version % s " % __version__

1028

sys . exit (1)

1029
1030

# Then we move on to the real math / processing options statements ( while

1031

# keeping track of conflicting arguments )

1032

conflicting_args_calculationmode = 0

1033

if args . geoidname :

1034
1035
1036

# No comment on whether we ’ re in Bouguer mode or not
geoid file_na me = args . geoidname
if args . acceleration :

1037

anomaly_mode = False

1038

bouguer_mode = False

1039
1040

c o n f l i c t i n g _ a r g s _ c a l c u l a t i o n m o d e += 1
if args . freeair :

1041

anomaly_mode = True

1042

bouguer_mode = False

1043

c o n f l i c t i n g _ a r g s _ c a l c u l a t i o n m o d e += 1

1044

if args . bouguer :

1045

anomaly_mode = True

1046

bouguer_mode = True

1047

c o n f l i c t i n g _ a r g s _ c a l c u l a t i o n m o d e += 1

1048
1049
1050

if args . subdivide :
n u m b e r _ o f _ s u b d i v i s i o n s = eval ( args . subdivide )
if args . S :
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1051
1052
1053
1054
1055

number_of_subdivisions = default_number_of_subdivisions
if args . nosubdivision :
number_of_subdivisions = 0
if args . curved :
curved_mode = True

1056
1057

# Then check for GMT or plotting mode

1058

if args . GMT :

1059

GMT_mode = True

1060

if args . GMTheaders :

1061
1062
1063

G M T _ p r i n t _ h e a d e r s = True
if args . plot :
GMT_mode = False

1064
1065

# Then look at default parameter overrides

1066

if args . range :

1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073
1074
1075

x_range = float ( args . range )
if args . numsteps :
num_steps = float ( args . numsteps )
if args . elevation :
elevation = float ( args . elevation )
if args . planetradius :
planet_radius = float ( args . planetradius )
if args . thetarange :
theta_range = float ( args . thetarange )

1076
1077

# Then at verbosity arguments

1078

conflicting_args_verbosity = 0

1079

if args . verbose :

1080

verbose_mode = True

1081

quiet_mode = False

1082

c o n f l i c t i n g _ a r g s _ v e r b o s i t y += 1

1083

if args . quiet :

1084

verbose_mode = False

1085

quiet_mode = True

1086

c o n f l i c t i n g _ a r g s _ v e r b o s i t y += 1

1087
1088

# Make sure we don ’t have any conflicting options , and that the user has

1089

# specified at least one file to plot ( the minimal " grav_anomaly . py

1090

# foo . grav " input )

1091

if (( c o n f l i c t i n g _ a r g s _ v e r b o s i t y > 1) or

1092

# ( c o n f l i c t i n g _ a r g s _ a n o m a l y m o d e > 1) or

1093

( c o n f l i c t i n g _ a r g s _ c a l c u l a t i o n m o d e > 1)):

1094

print c o n f l i c t _ e r r o r t e x t
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1095
1096
1097

parser . print_usage ()
sys . exit (1)
if not args . gravfile :

1098

print m i s s i n g i t e m _ e r r o r t e x t

1099

parser . print_usage ()

1100

sys . exit (1)

1101
1102

# The final bit of command - line processing is grabbing the filenames of the

1103

# data files we ’ re actually interested in ! We ’ ll first create the set that ’s

1104

# going to hold all of our data . If we ’ re in baseline mode , we ’ ll make the

1105

# baseline file the first member of this ( we already have a flag telling us

1106

# how to treat this first file )

1107
1108

# Check to make sure that , if we ’ re in GMT mode , there ’s only one grav file

1109

# specified

1110

if ( len ( args . gravfile ) > 1) and ( GMT_mode ):

1111

print g m t _ t o o m a n y f i l e s _ e r r o r t e x t

1112

sys . exit (1)

1113
1114

# Now that we ’ re done with checks , on to a little feedback : if we * are * in

1115

# verbose mode , give the same output as " defaults " ( except for the current

1116

# run , accounting for all command - line changes

1117

if verbose_mode :

1118

c u r r e n t _ s t a t e _ p r i n t e r ()

1119
1120

# If we ’ re in anomaly_mode , use the baseline / geoid file ( whether defined in

1121

# OPTIONS section or by a command - line argument ) as the first entry in

1122

# datafiles . Afterwards , process the rest of the given files and add them to

1123

# the list .

1124

datafiles = []

1125

if anomaly_mode :

1126
1127
1128

datafiles . append ( open ( geoidfile_name , ’r ’ ))
for this_filename in args . gravfile :
datafiles . append ( open ( this_filename , ’r ’ ))

1129
1130

# On to the meat & potatoes of data processing . We ’ ll use a filetype - and

1131

# subdivision - aware function ( g e t _ d a t a _ f r o m _ f i l e ()) to process our input

1132

# files and return data sets . We ’ ll also create a dictionary called

1133

# " data_sets " up here for storing information , such that data_sets [" Label "]

1134

# = ( x_values , { anomaly / acceleration values }). " Label " is usually filename ,

1135

# except in GMT mode , where it ’s Final / Delta .

1136

data_sets = {}

1137

t o t a l _ i t e r a t i o n s = len ( datafiles )

1138

this_ iterati on = 0
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1139
1140

# If we ’ re in anomaly mode , we ’ ll first process the baseline file , and then

1141

# delete it from datafiles so that we can run the next process regardless

1142

# of whether or not we ’ re in anomaly mode

1143

if anomaly_mode :

1144
1145

# The baseline file is the first file listed in datafiles , so we can

1146

# just use that to find it here , as long as we know we ’ re in anomaly

1147

# mode

1148

geoidfile = datafiles [0]

1149
1150

# Process the baseline file using a function defined in the main body of

1151

# this program that ’s filetype - and subdivision - aware

1152

geoid_data = g e t _ d a t a _ f r o m _ f i l e ( geoidfile )[0]

1153
1154

data_sets [ " Baseline " ] = geoid_data

1155
1156

# Remove the baseline file from the list , because we ’ re done with it

1157

del datafiles [0]

1158
1159

# Now do pretty much the same thing , but for the rest of the files . We ’ ll go

1160

# through all of datafiles ; if we were in anomaly mode , we ’ ve already

1161

# deleted the baseline file

1162

for this_file in datafiles :

1163
1164

# Assign a name to the data from the filename

1165

this_dataname = this_file . name

1166
1167

# Process the current file using a function defined in the main body of

1168

# this program that ’s filetype - and subdivision - aware

1169

this_data , t h i s _ d a t a _ b a s e n a m e = g e t _ d a t a _ f r o m _ f i l e ( this_file )

1170
1171

# Then , if we ’ re in anomaly mode , calculate the difference between the

1172

# current data and the baseline

1173

if anomaly_mode :

1174

t h i s _ a n o m a l y _ d a t a = d e l ta _ c a l c u l a t o r ( geoid_data , this_data )

1175
1176

# If we ’ re also in GMT mode , then there ’s special output nomenclature

1177

# for parsing with the GMT_outputter .

1178

if GMT_mode :

1179

data_sets [ " Final " ] = this_data

1180

data_sets [ " Delta " ] = t h i s _ a n o m a l y _ d a t a

1181
1182

# If we ’ re not in GMT mode , we can discard the " Final " data and
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1183

# instead preserve the filename , since the graphical plotter can do

1184

# more than one file at a time

1185

else :
data_sets [ this_dataname ] = t h i s _ a n o m a l y _ d a t a

1186
1187
1188

# If we ’ re not in anomaly mode , it ’s simpler , because we don ’t have

1189

# to deal with the delta calculator . We do still need to account for

1190

# GMT output mode , though , in order to name the data set properly

1191

else :

1192

if GMT_mode :
data_sets [ " Final " ] = this_data

1193
1194

else :
data_sets [ this_dataname ] = this_data

1195
1196
1197
1198

# We ’ re on to the final step : outputting the data in a usable format . We ’ ll

1199

# check to see if we ’ re in GMT or Matplotlib ( graphical ) plotting mode , and

1200

# then implement that output mode

1201
1202

# Check first to see if we ’ re in GMT mode ( table output ) , and if so , use

1203

# GMT_outputter ()

1204

if GMT_mode :

1205
1206

# Grab the basename from the data file , which can be any of the strings

1207

# specified in the g r a v f i l e _ s u f f i x e s variable in OPTIONS . If we ’ re in

1208

# Bouguer mode , alert the user now that they can only use a raw . grav

1209

# file , and quit if that ’s not the case

1210

o ut pu t_ b as en am e = args . gravfile [0]

1211

for file_suffix in g r a v f i l e _ s u f f i x e s :

1212

o ut pu t_ b as en am e = re . sub ( file_suffix , " " , o ut pu t _b as en a me )

1213
1214

# Are we in anomaly mode ( write out initial , final , and delta files ) or

1215

# are we in acceleration mode ( just write out the final state file )? In

1216

# either case , make everything sets so that we can iterate over an

1217

# unknown number of them in the GMT_outputter function

1218

if anomaly_mode :

1219
1220

# Name and open the acceleration ( final ) and delta - file based on

1221

# whether we ’ re in free - air or Bouguer mode , and then open it

1222

if bouguer_mode :

1223
1224
1225
1226

f i n a l _ o u t f i l e _ n a m e = o ut pu t _b as en a me + GMT_suffixes [1][0]
d e l t a _ o u t f i l e _ n a m e = o ut pu t _b as en a me + GMT_suffixes [1][1]
else :
f i n a l _ o u t f i l e _ n a m e = o ut pu t _b as en a me + GMT_suffixes [0][0]
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d e l t a _ o u t f i l e _ n a m e = o ut pu t _b as en a me + GMT_suffixes [0][1]

1227
1228

final_outfile = open ( final_outfile_name , ’w ’)

1229

delta_outfile = open ( delta_outfile_name , ’w ’)

1230
1231

outfile_names = [ final_outfile_name , d e l t a _ o u t f i l e _ n a m e ]

1232

outfiles = [ final_outfile , delta_outfile ]

1233
1234

# Make sure that data_sets is labeled with Final and Delta

1235

d a t a _ s e t s _ o r d e r e d = {}

1236

d a t a _ s e t s _ o r d e r e d [ " Final " ] = data_sets [ " Final " ]

1237

d a t a _ s e t s _ o r d e r e d [ " Delta " ] = data_sets [ " Delta " ]

1238

del data_sets

1239
1240

else :

1241

f i n a l _ o u t f i l e _ n a m e = o ut pu t_ b as en am e + GMT_suffixes [2]

1242

final_outfile = open ( final_outfile_name , ’w ’)

1243

outfile_names = [ f i n a l _ o u t f i l e _ n a m e ]

1244

outfiles = [ final_outfile ]

1245
1246

# Make sure that data_sets only contains the final data

1247

d a t a _ s e t s _ o r d e r e d = data_sets

1248

del data_sets

1249
1250

# Output as files ready for GMT processing

1251

GMT_outputter ( data_sets_ordered , outfiles , outfile_names )

1252
1253

# If we ’ re not in GMT mode , use the built - in plotter . The part of the data

1254

# that gets plotted ( anomaly or acceleration ) depends on which mode we ’ re

1255

# in .

1256

else :

1257
1258
1259
1260
1261

if anomaly_mode :
del data_sets [ " Baseline " ]
plotter ( data_sets )
else :
plotter ( data_sets )

VITA
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